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3RD ANNUAL DAVID TAYLOR CHRYSLER
KIDS CHRISTMAS CHALLENGE
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Holland: Still
too early for
making call
on big storms

Pape provides
history lesson
during visit
to alma mater

t

By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
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As he travels Kentucky's 1st
Congressional District for the
first time as a candidate,
Michael Pape seems to be
developing a pattern in the early
stages of his campaign.
Murray is
going to be
one of his frequent stops,
and for the
second time
since
,•A
announcing
his intentions
to seek longtime boss Ed
Pape
Whitfield's
seat in Washington Monday,
Pape visited the hometown of
his alma mater - Murray State
University. And it just so happened that his main order of
business was visiting a group he
founded back in 1986 - the•
MSU College Republicans.
"This was when George
Herbert Walker Bush was running for president, and th
National College Republicans,
for some reason, contacted me
over the summer and they told
me that they wanted me to form
a chapter at Murray State so I
asked (longtime political science professor Dr.) Winfield
Rose if he'd be the advisor,
because we needed someone for

By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
Forecasters Sunday were
discussing the possibilities
of what could be the biggest
fall severe weather outbreak
in nearly two years by the
middle of this week.
However, while the Storm
in
Center
Prediction
Norman, Oklahoma was
suggesting that residents of
an area that does include
western Kentucky and
northwest Tennessee be
wary, forecasters also were
preaching calm ahead of a
storm that has not materialized yet. In fact, Sunday, it
was still over the Pacific
Ocean.
"It's still just too early to
get worked up," said Justin
Holland of Murray, official
weather observer for the
National Weather Service
Office in Paducah whose
own forecasters had a good
view of the last killer tornado to hit its coverage area. It
happened Nov. 17, 2013,
where it touched down in
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"Therefore I will not keep
silent; I will speak out in the
anguish of my spirit, I will
complain in the bitterness of
my soul."
Job 7:11
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JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times photos
PROPER SENDOFF: The hearse carrying the remains of former City of Murray
Mayor John Ed Scott turns into the driveway of Murray City Cemetery Saturday
afternoon, above, as a large American flag
hangs from the platform of Tower 1 of the
Murray Fire Department as a salute to the
former mayor. Scott, who also served on
the Murray City Council for several years,
along with being well-known in the business community, died Thursday at the age
of 96. A large escort from Murray police
units led the hearse on its route, left.

Applications
due Nov. 23
for Parade
Special to The Ledger
The "Rotary 'Light Up
Murray' Christmas Parade
presented by Murray Electric
System" applications are
now available at www.murraychristmasparade.com.
Applications must be
turned in by Nov. 23.
The inaugural nighttime
parade will be Saturday, Dec.
5 at 5 p.m.
Home
Lowe's
Improvement will offer two
free workshops for parade'
float participants at -the
Murray location. "How to
Safely Wire Your Float"
classes will be at 10 a.m.
Saturday and again 10 asii.
and Saturday, Nov. 21, at 10
a.m. at Lowe's. No pre-registration is required.
A discount will be given to
anyone purchasing parade
float supplies.
There is no cost to be in
the parade. Registrants will
have to agree to the rules and
regulations before completing the application. Once the
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JOHN WRIGHT I Ledger & Times
VEHICLE FIRE: A Murray firefighter in full
turnout gear is shown beside the remains of
what was an SUV Sunday afternoon on the
parking lot of Imes Funeral Home/Heritage
Chapel. The blaze caused heavy black smoke
to be visible from behind the funeral home
near the intersection of KY 121 and Lowe's
Drive. No injuries were reported.

McCullough Fork Creek bridge construction start today
Special to The Ledger
Construction of a bridge over McCullough
Fork Creek is scheduled to begin today in southern Calloway County.
The Kentucky Transportation Cabinet said the
area where the construction is planned involves
KY 893,known as State Line Road East. KYTC
said the construction area is located about four
miles east of where U.S. 641 intersects State
Line Road East with in the Hazel city limits.,
KYTC said the bridge is expected to be completed sometime around Jan., 1, 2016. Because
the construction site will be off existing right of

way,KYTC said the road should remain open to
traffic during the time the construction is commencing.
Harold Coffey Construction is the prime contractor on this $739,356 highway improvement
project. KYTC does caution that weather conditions will dictate when the new bridge can be
connected to the existing roadway and put into
service. Timely traffic advisories for the 12
counties of KYTC Highway District 1 are available by going to www.facebook.com/kytcdistrictl. Facebook membership is not required in
order to access this page.•
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Wednesday
Showers
storms

and

thunderMostly

likely.

Special

cloudy, with a low around
47. Breezy, with a south
wind 13 to 20 mph becommidnight. Winds could gust
Today: A 40 percent
chance of rain. Mostly .
cloudy, with a high near 54.
Calm wind becoming north
northeast around 5 mph.
Tonight: Mostly cloudy,
with a low around 42. Calm
wind.
Tuesday: Sunny, with a
high near 65. Light and
variable wind.
Tuesday Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low around
53. Calm wind becoming
south southeast around 6
mph after midnight.
Veterans Day: A 40 percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms after
noon. Mostly cloudy, with a
high near 70. Breezy, with
a south wind 7 to 12 mph
increasing to 15 to 20 mph
in the afternoon. Winds

as high as 28 mph.
Thursday: Sunny, with a
high near 58 West wind 7
to 13 mph.
Thursday Night: Mostly
clear, with a low around 39.
West wind 3 to 6 mph.
Friday: Sunny, with a
high near 56. West northwest wind 5 to 9 mph.
Friday Night: Clear, with
a low around 34. West
northwest wind 3 to 5 mph.
Saturday: Sunny, with a
JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times

high near 56. Light and
variable

wind

becoming

west around 5 mph.

KAH PACKS 21,000-PLUS MEALS: With 56 volunteers providing the manpower, Murray's Kids Against Hunger affiliate was able to pack 21,204 macaroni-and-cheese meals for people locally struggling with hunger. Saturday's results capped
KAH's packing numbers for the 2015 year at 66,151 meals. That sends the organization's all-time total to about 380,000.
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Michael Pape. candi
Viiimak—to,the gawp he founded, ,
Congressman. returraiiiit
the College Republicans at Murray State University.

II Pape, history...
From Front
that, and he said.'Absolutely.'
"So we started with a group of.
about 20 or so and worked Bush's
campaign."
Pape then told the group in the
Mississippi Room of the Curris
Center about how that experience
gave him what to this day he calls
his most treasured memory from
politics. It came during the campaign season of Bush's attempt to
win the White House in 1988.
which he did.
Along the way. Pape and his
College Republicans from MSU
decided to attend a rally for Bush in
nearby Bowling Green at Western
Kentucky University's Diddle
Arena.There.Pape.though not face
to face, got to see his political hero
in action - then-President Ronald
Reagan.
"The arena was absolutely ful and
they really treated us well that day.
We were situated right behind the
stage. It was perfect," Pape
recalled, vividly remembering
Reagan's 10-minute speech."What
remember most of that day were
two things.
"First, they had a whole bunch of
balloons situated at the top of the
arena that they were going to
release after Bush was finished
speaking. Well, while the president

was in his speech. several of those
balloons started popping. Now,you
may recall that this was a few years
after(John Hinkley Jr.)had tried to
assassinate Reagan, and, I'll never
forget it, every time one of those
balloons popped. Reagan would
say, 'Missed me.' Everyone loved
it.
"The other thing. though, was
when Reagan was through sfigeking, well, he took off his jacket and
they gave him a basketball, which
makes sense, being we were in a
place for that. Well, wouldn't you
know, Reagan takes that basketball
and on the first shot he takes ... I kid
you not, .. he makes it. And I was in
heaven."
The memories kept coming a few
months later when Pape and others
from MSU were invited to attend
Bush's inauguration in Washington.
Pape said he used that story to
make a point to the students, particularly when it came to Bush, who
had held nearly every major high
office at one point or another by
then. The message had to do with
experience, which is not only
Pape's main focus for his campaign. which Whitfield has
endorsed, but it also applied to what
the students themselves will face
someday in searching for jobs and
the never-ending pursuit of trying
to better themselves. III
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MORGAN WILLIAMS / Ledger & Times

LAMBDA CHIS COLLECT FROM COMMUNITY: The Murray State chapter of Lambda Chi Alpha pose Saturday in
front of the truck filled with the food collected from their annual Feeding America food drive. An exact figure as to the amount
the Chops collected was not available at press time, but last year's haul to the Murray Need Line came in at about 20,000
pounds, part of more than 100,000 the Chops collected in the last school year.

Holland said instability is the
greatest question when it comes
McCracken County before tear- to this outbreak, which he says
ing across the Ohio River into will almost certainly happen
Brookport. Illinois and killing "somewhere."
three people.
"The greatest area of concern
"What that does is remind probably is going to be
people that we do have a sec- Arkansas and Missouri. I have
ondary severe weather season
a feeling those people are going
in the fall. However, two or to take quite a beating," he said,
three days out like we are right going into what may happen in
now, people also need to know western Kentucky and western
that weather changes, and right Tennessee. "One thing that
now, there really is no way to seems certain is that, if this
tell how this is going to go.
does fire, it will be an after"It does say, though, that peo- dark event for Calloway
ple need to be watching this, County. Now,some models are
not (today), but starting saying that the instability isn't
Tuesday morning into Tuesday going to be there to support
and • especially severe weather here, while othafternoon
that is ers are saying it will.
morning,
Wednesday
"Again, you just don't know
where the forecasters will have
anything for sure this far out."
the greatest handle on this."

11ir'Poinsettia
Sale 2015!

• Now thru November 15th

Western Kentuck Cha ter servin Callowa Coun

Sponsored by Calloway County Homemakers

61/2" Pot -$8°°(5-7 blooms)5 colors
(Christmas Red, White, Pink, Marble & white Glittet)

8 1/2" pot -$20"(3 Plants to Pot)4 Colors

udes Coffee 5-ham

(Christmas Rest White, Pink and Marble) '
•Al money mustactigrararders unless for a business or a church. They mg be kinked

for Law Enforto
toeholds with ID

Orders due in to the Extension Office or to Judy Stahltr by Nov. 18th.
• Plants can he picked up or will be delivered on Dec. 3rd and 4th at the
: First United Methodist Church Family Life Center,South 5th St.

9

To Owe orders by phone contact the Calloway County Extension Office
at 274.753-1452 or Judy Stabler at 27G-753-738'7.

Outbreak or not, Holland said to collide with moisture and
this situation should provide an humidity rising from the Gulf
opportune time for residents to of Mexico, creating unstable
review emergency procedures.
that could
This includes having enough weather conditions
strong as
as
lead
tornadoes
to
batteries to fuel electronic
days'
few
a
with
devices,along
EF3, which include winds of
worth of drinking water in case 136-165 mph and are capable
utilities are interrupted.
of severe damage.
"Also, and this is of paraThe Brookport tornado of
mount importance, if we do
have things happen with this, Nov. 17, 2013 was an EF-3, as
people need to not use social was another killer twister that
media to get their information struck nearby Marshall County
storms," Holland
the
on
just after
warned. "Use either a NOAA in November 2005,
weather radio or even local clipping the northwest edge of
news TV or radio. They are Calloway County. One person
actually in contact with the died east of Benton.
Weather Service."
"It's a pretty potent system,"
The SPC said Sunday that the
meteorologist John Hart
SPC
fast-moving storm, still over
said.
II
expected
is
Ocean,
Pacific
the

application has been submitted a
confirmation email will be sent
to the contact listed. One week
before the parade a packet will
be sent to the contact mailing
address with line up information
for parade day.
The parade route will be the
same route used in the past. The
parade will move down Main
Street, beginning at 10th Street,
passing across the court square,
and ending in the Briggs &
Stratton parking lot. For more
please
visit
information,
www.murraychristmasparade.co

NOTICE
Murray
•
The
Independent School District
Board of Education will
meet at 7 p.m. Tuesday in
the Carter Administration
Building on South 13th
Street. Agenda items will
include: Recognition of the
Murray High girls soccer
and girls golf teams; action
items (selection of architect
for Murray High renovation
2015, shortened school day
students,
specific
for
overnight/out-of-state trip
request - Murray High
Senior Class Trip to
Tennessee,
Gatlinburg,
KTRS resolution).
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AGRICULTURE
'Homegrown by Heroes' opens doors for military veteran farmers
SO•Cilli to the

Lodger
Wissing grows Trinidad
FRANKFORT, Ky. — They Scorpion peppers and infuses
served our Commonwealth and them in his spicy fruit jellies. He
our country in the United States plans to source blackberries
Armed Forces. Now, many locally in the future.
Kentucky military veterans are
Wissing, who lives in
continuing their service in agri- Jeffersontown, is a project manculture, providing the food and ager for Abel Construction in
fiber we all need to sustain our Louisville. While in the military,
quality of life.
Wissing saw combat during
Homegrown By Heroes aims Operation Desert Storm, and he
to help Kentucky's veteran was disabled due in part to postfanners forge careers in agricul- traumatic stress disorder. He
nue. The program is adminis- uses his business and gardening
tered
by
the
Kentucky as therapy.
Department of Agriculture. The
"When I need some alone
brand designates farm products time, I get in the kitchen or out
produced and value-added by in the garden," Wissing said.
Kentucky veterans.
Paradise Jellies also are availThe program also helps veter- able in Liquor Barn stores in the
an producers open new markets Louisville area.
in grocery stores and restauEd and Lora Ginter of
rants.
Woodford County run Bluegrass
"These partnerships benefit Aquaponics, which raises fish
veterans, retailers and con- and hydroponic vegetables,
sumers alike," said Agriculture using the fish waste to fertilize
Commissioner James Comet, the
vegetables. Bluegrass
who launched the program in Aquaponics provides lettuce and
January 2013. "Veteran produc- cucumbers to Common Grounds
ers get new outlets for their Coffee of Lexington for its salproducts. Retailers are able to ads and sandwiches.
offer the high-quality local
Bluegrass Aquaponics is
foods their customers are look- growing tomatoes and green
ing for. Consumers can say peppers to supply to Common
'thank you' to our veterans by Grounds in the near future.
buying Homegrown By Heroes
Ed Ginter said the partnership
products where they shop or began with an email from the
dine out."
KDA's marketing office asking
Kris Wissing, a Marine Corps who could provide lettuce and
veteran who operates Paradise cucumbers
for
Common
Jellies of Louisville, got word Grounds.
Nov. 3 that his Florida Orange
"The email opened the door,"
spicy fruit jelly soon will be he said. "The partnership is the
stocked in 60 Kroger supermar- kind of thing we had hoped for
kets throughout Kentucky.
when we signed up for
"We're elated," Wissing said. Homegrown By Heroes."
"I couldn't have done it without
Ed Ginter served 21 years as a
the [Kentucky] Department of pilot in the U.S. Air Force. He
Ag. I'm a firm believer that's works for Precision Agricultural
one of the main reasons we were Services in Versailles, which
able
to
move
forward. provides consulting for the agriHomegrown By Heroes is truly. culture industry.
96ing program. Wherbtgi;1.
tOtnegrown By
%vitas reorders or not remaini Heroes is still iii4ipfancy,so a
to seen, but at least it openeiT lot of people rived% learned
the door. We would not have about it yet. But most everybody
even had the opportunity with- is familiar with and can identify
out Homegrown By Heroes and with .Kentucky Proud. Once
the Department of Ag."
they see the relationship

between the two, it opens up
more doors," Ed Ginter said.
Dallas Robinson of LaRue
County provided blackberries to
Vinaigrette Salad Kitchen of
Lexington this year.
"It was sort of a trial run, but it
was super exciting because now
I can plan appropriately for next
year and grow the amount that
they need," said Robinson, a
sergeant in the Kentucky
National Guard and an Olympic
athlete.
Robinson
and
Bryce
Anderson,
co-owner
of
Vinaigrette Salad Kitchen. credited Homegrown By Heroes
with making the (military veteran) connection.
"I am 99 percent sure I wouldn't have received a call from
[Vinaigrette] if it weren't for my
Photos provided
affiliation with Homegrown By
Heroes," Robinson said. "[The Above, Kris Wissing poses
KDA does] a fantastic job of with his Paradise Jellies and
getting out in the community the peppers that give them
and letting people know that their
"bite."
veterans have products to bring On the right, Ed Ginter
to market."
admires one of his hydroponRobinson said Homegrown ically-grown cucumbers that
By Heroes raises consumer is
almost ready for harvest.
awareness of veteran-produced
farm products.
know anybody who wants it?'
"Prior to Homegrown By
said Dengel, the Whitley
Heroes, there wasn't a way to
County Extension agent for horget our story and brand into the
ticulture. "It's great knowing
marketplace," he said. "This
there's Having an outlet is really
gives us leverage, a tool to use
nice."
to tell our story' for us. From
Dengel served in the U.S. Air
what I can tell across all areas of
Force from 2006-2010. He roseagriculture, the demand is very
to the rank of senior airman and
high and should continue to
traveled to five continents durgrow as we get more veterans in
ing his service.
farming and educate conHomegrown
Heroes
By
sumers."
expanded nationally on Veterans
Paul Dengel of Whitley
Day 2013, and today the proCounty grows certified organic
gram claims more than 275
romaine lettuce for The Weekly
members in 43 states. Eight
Juicery in Lexington and letstates have adopted the
tuce,tomatoes,and garlic for the
Homegrown By Heroes,. brand,
Wrigley Taproom & Brewery in .
• %V with many more scheduled to
Corbin.
,•
- kiiiisit'A
.1; --Vellow suit in the near
Homegrown By He s"ars.
'
-For more informaties, +visit
me a chance to take seeartir
www.homegrownbyheroes.com
the way to market. It gives me
.•
confidence I'll have a market,"
somebody I can call when I've
got something and say,'Do you

Beetle juice creates headaches for Iowa wine makers
DES MOINES, Iowa (AP) —
An abundance of ladybugs is
creating headaches for Iowa's
wine industry.
The Des Moines Register
ep
or
r
t
s
(http://dmreg.co/ 1 MMX05k )
that multi-colored Asian lady
beetles are burrowing into clusters of grapes destined for wine
barrels.

The beetles secrete a foulchemical
smelling
when
crushed, which can ruin large
quantities of wine.
Steve Larson, the owner of
Trainwreck Winery in Algona,
says he plans to ask the federal
government for permission to
dump 250 gallons of wine after
the bugs were found floating in
his supply. Had the batch been

Most chicken,
turkey farms
affected by bird
flu can restock
DES MOINES, Iowa (AP) —
Most commercial chicken and
turkey farms that were infected
by the bird flu have been cleared
to restock, agriculture officials
said Friday, but scientists still
will keep a close eye on migrating birds and test thousands to
see if the virus is present.
No new cases have been
reported since June 17 when the
last Iowa farm said chickens
were dying from the H5N2
virus.
However, wild birds southern
migration has been delayed by a
warmer fall, so officials still
need about a month to assure
farmers there were no recurrences, Iowa Secretary of
Agriculture Bill Northey said.
Samples have been tested from
more than 19,000 wild birds
across the United States so far
and plans are to test 38,000 total,
U.S. Department of Agriculture
Kevin
Dr.
veterinarian
Petersburg said.
The U.S. government has paid
out $200 million to farmers for
lost birds and nearly $500 million to farmers and contractors
who helped euthanize birds and
disinfect farms, Petersburg said.
•

bottled and sold in stores, it
would have been worth nearly
$19,000.
Ken Holscher, an associate
entomology professor at Iowa
State University, says the beetles
thrived this year because of a
near-record soybean crop that
fed them and the absence of a
hard freeze. III

Serving Calloway County
Farmers Since 1919

Live Auction for a 2016 Ford
Bid on a Ford Fusion or Escape
SAME
CHANNELS.
LESS
MONEY.

Ham & Bean Dinner - 5:30 PM
1st United Methodist Church
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Shop online now
through November
10th at....

www.MurrayLionsAuction.com

MSU Jazz Band will perform

The Murray State University Jazz Band with
Dr. Roger E. Reichmuth as guest director and
the Murray State University Jazz Orchestra with
John E. Fannin as guest director, will present a
fall campus concert on Tuesday, Nov. 10,at 7:30
p.m. Joining will be the Blue and Gold Jan
Combos under the direction of Dennis L.
Johnson, guest director. The public is invited to
attend.

Datebook

Veterans Parade to be held
Martha
The Veterans Day Parade will be held
Finney Andrus,
Community
Wednesday, Nov. 11 and will start at First
editor
United Methodist Church, 503 Maple Street, at
3.30 p.m. and end at the Veteran Memorial in
guest speakers and a tribute to veterans. If anywith
Park
Chestnut
one is interested in being in the parade,such as clubs,organizations,
old cars, etc., call Rachel Brown 270-293-0983 for information.
Computer classes offered

Photo provided
A luncheon was held to celebrate a 'pay It forward" scholarship at Murray State University. Pictured, from left, are Dr. Staci
Stone, interim dean of the College of Humanities and Fine Arts; Donna Story; Don Story; Janet Voyles and husband, John
Voyles; Dr. Bob Jackson, MSU Foundation president; Tina Bernot, interim executive director of Development; and Dr. Pam
Wurgler, chair of the Department of Music.

MSU music education alumna
shows thanks by 'paying it forward'
HAPPENINGS
By )enise Howard
First of all I want to say.Thank
You to the entire community for
voting us fayoriteAssisted Living
Facility for the 6th year in a row.
It is our honor and privilege to
receive this award and be recognized by all of you. I want to personally thank our staff for being
so loving kind and considerate to
all our wonderful residents. I feel
it is a calling to work with the eldeny and God has sent us some
wonderful care givers. I also want
to thank our fearless leader Annita
Peeler for her undying dedication
to this facility for almost 20 years.
She not only leads us she gives
a I 10% of herself every day and
goes above and beyond for every'one in this building. Our residents
and their families are the cream
of the crop and we are priviteged
to have each one of them in our
lives. Thanks again everyone for
your love and support.
Now let's talk about this week's
events. We had several MSU students come and share their talents
with us throughout the week. We
made crafts learned about music
and had some even play and sing
for us. We traveled to Paris TN
to eat at Trolinger's and discovered many of us had never been
before. We came back by way of
'Paris Landing and made an afternoon out of it. Our biggest event
this week was our wiener roast
we held. We roasted over 4 dozen
hot dogs and made over 3 dozen s'mores. We had a great time
and I enjoyed every minute of
it. We were blessed with perfect
temperatures and good company.
Ches Clark entertained us with
his unique fire spinning. We were
both awed and amazed at what all
he could do.
.We finished our week out with
relaxing massages by Shannon
Colson. She sure knows how to
work out all the kinks and stress.
After all our playing cards and
other games brings out our competitiveness. We all want to win,
and thanks to all of you, we are
all Winners.
Si Utterback Rd.• Murray,KY
Phone: 12701 759-8700

Special to the Ledger
A generous gift from Janet Gascoigne Voyles, a
1977 graduate (B.M.E.) of Murray State
University, to establish a scholarship endowment
has a unique twist. Recently, Voyles received a gift
of a clarinet from her former MSU faculty instructor, Don Story. Now Voyles wants to take that gift
and "pay it forward" as Story, now retired, suggested as a way to thank him for his kindness.
Voyles gives private music lessons to students in
Evansville, Indiana, teaching as many as 50 students at the same time. Since Voyles and Story
keep up with each other through Facebook, he
knew that she would be able to put the clarinet to
good use with her students.
Voyles is repaying Story's generosity by donating the funds for an endowment at MSU. In a
recent visit to campus with her husband. John,for
a luncheon with Story and his wife, Donna, and
campus community members, Janet presented the
University with a $25,000 check. The funds will
be invested for one year, with the first scholarship
to be awarded in 2017-18.
"Seeing the interactions between Mrs. Voyles
and Professor Story reminded me,yet again,of the
fact that Murray State is truly a special place —
one where students have the opportunity to work
closely with qualified faculty who enjoy teaching
and mentoring the talented, bright students who
have chosen Murray State. Those relationships
often continue after students graduate. We appreciate Mrs. Voyles' generosity, which will allow
deserving music students to take advantage of
such opportunities," noted Staci Stone, interim

dean of the College of Humanities and Fine Arts.
The Janet Elizabeth Gascoigne Voyles Music
Education Scholarship will assist students at
Murray State who are studying music education.
A one-time award,the scholarship will be open to
full-time music education majors in any year of
study at Murray State.
"It was my educational experience at Murray
State that propelled my own passion for playing
music and created the desire to share and teach
that passion," Voyles said."I have found wonderful ways to do that in my life, as my degree from
Murray allowed me endless opportunities to
explore, expand and share my love and knowledge. It is with humble gratitude to Mr. Story and
my entire Murray experience that I hope to-continue ,that passion and opportunity beyond my own
boUndaries through this endowment."
"Musicians,especially those who teach,are constantly sharing their time, their art and their love
of music with their students. These teachers know
how important music and music teachers have
been in their lives and they want to recreate this
foi their students. Janet's gift is a testament to
teachers who inspire others, given by one who
continues to inspire her students. Her scholarship
will help many future teachers as they prepare for
a career in music education and it establishes a
great model for others who want to nurture our
future music educators," Pam Wurgler, chair of
the Department of Music, said.
Anyone interested in establishing an endowed
scholarship at Murray State University can contact
the Office of Development at 270-809-3001. III

Fourth annual Twinkle Ball to be at Bethel University
Special to the Ledger
McKENZIE, Tn. — Tickets for Bethel
University's Fourth Annual Twinkle Ball go on
sale this week beginning Wednesday, Nov. 4. The
Twinkle Ball will be held Wednesday,Dec.2from
6 to 8 p.m. in the Baker Fieldhouse Gymnasium
on Bethel's McKenzie campus.
The Twinkle Ball gives young girls and their
mothers(or someone who is motherly to them)the
chance to dress up and celebrate the magic of the
holiday season in the girliest ways imaginable.
This year's theme is "Let Your Twinkle Shine"
with most activities centered around reminding
girls that their beauty comes from within.
"This is going to be a night of dressing up and
feeling pretty, but underneath all these fun activities, our goal is to show girls that there are many
things that make someone beautiful," said Myra
Carlock, one of the coordinators of the event.

"It's going to have a Hollywood red carpet kind
of feel to it, and we'll even have Miss Tennessee
there along with some other young women who
can interact with our guests."
Carlock said there will be all new fun activities.
"There will be everything from a cookie decorating station to a station where the girls can make
their own lip gloss," she said. "If you have a
young daughter still in elementary school, I feel
confident this will be an event to enjoy."
Tickets are $25 for a mother/daughter ticket.
Mothers with more than one daughter can purchase additional tickets for $7 each.Tickets can be
University
Bethel
the
at
purchased
Bookstore.They must be purchased in advance by
Monday, Nov. 30. For more information about the
Twinkle Ball, call the Bethel Bookstore at 731352-4094 or Myra Carlock at 73l-352-4.090.•

The Calloway County Public Library will offer free computer
classes for adults on Microsoft Word,Tuesday, Nov. 10 from 5:306:30 p.m. and Thursday, Nov. 12, on Microsoft Excel from 10-11
a.m. Registration is required. Call 270-753-2288 to register.

Parkinson's Group will meet

Parkinson's Support Group will meet Tuesday. Nov. 10 at noon at
the Weaks Community Center. The speaker will be Dr. Christopher
King. Persons coming for lunch should arrive by 11:15 8.M. For
more information, call Jan Flynn at 753-6845.

Veterans assistance available

Veterans and their families will be provided counseling and assistance in filing claims for state and federal benefits on Tuesday, Nov.
10 and Thursday. Nov. 12,from 10 a.m. until 2 p.m. at the Mayfield
VA Clinic, 1253 Paris Road, Mayfield. Appointments are needed.
To visit the clinic, contact Ron McClure, regional field representative, Kentucky Department of Veterans Affairs at 270-247-2455,
ext. 73905 or email ronald.mcclure@ky.gov.

Genealogical Society meeting to be held
The Calloway County Genealogical Society will meet Tuesday,
Nov. 10 at 1 p.m. at Pogue Library on the campus of Murray State
University. Visitors are welcome. For more information, call 270753-8264.

MMS SBDM Council to meet
The Murray Middle School Site-Based Decision-Making Council
will meet Tuesday, Nov. 10, at 4 p.m. in the library. All interested
are invited to attend.

Celebration of Veterans Day planned
American Legion Post 73 of Murray will celebrate Veterans Day
at their legion hall, 310 Bee Creek, at 11 a.m., Wednesday, Nov. 11.
This event is open to all veterans and the public is welcome.

Alumni of CC Schools plan meeting
The Alumni and Associates of Calloway County Schools will
meet Tuesday. Nov. 10 at 5:15 p.m. at Cracker Barrel. All interested
are invited to attend. For more information, visit the Facebook
page, Calloway County Alumni and Associates.

Star Chapter meeting to be held
The Murray Star Chapter Number 433 Order of the Eastern Star
will meet Tuesday, Nov. 10. A meal will be served at 6 p.m.and the
meeting will follow at 7 p.m.

Alzheimer's Support Group to meet
The Alzheimer's Support Group will meet Tuesday, Nov. 10 at 5
p.m., in the dining room of the Senior Citizens Center. For more
information, call Connie Stalls, LPN,at 270-753-0576.

Holly Berry Bazaar to be Saturday
The Holly Berry Bazaar, Bake Sale. Tea Room and Attic
Treasurers will be held at First Presbyterian Church from 8-11 a.m.,
Saturday, Nov. 14.

East Elementary SBDM Council to meet
The Site-Based Decision-Making Council at East Calloway
Elementary will meet Monday. Nov.9, at 3:45 p.m. in the teacher's
lounge.

MWC Delta Department will meet
The Delta Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Wednesday, Nov. 11, at 11 a.m. with Amy Roos presenting the program on "Splitting Heirs," wills and probate. The hostess will be
Janet Dees.

Veterans Day Breakfast to be held
East Calloway Elementary will host a Veterans Day Breakfast on
Wednesday, Nov. II, at 7:45 a.m. in the library media center. The
breakfast is for adults only. A program in the gym starts at 8:30 a.m.

Do You Qualify for Diabetic
Footwear Benefits?
If you have Medicare Part B and Supplemental
Insurance, you may be eligibk for

DIABETIC SHOES

Overwhelmed?
Losing Coverage? Questions?

AT LITTLE OR NO COST TO YOU
We have the Styli,
& Colors for You!

No extra expense with using an agent.

Call Marilyn, Rachael or Payton today at 270-753-4199
Providing answersfor over 50 years.

Call Today thellilliduie

ZW-753-8
518 South 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071
1-800-455-4199
wwvAMtConnellInsurance.com
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Judy Knott Williams
Judy Knott Williams,61,died on Nov. 5,2015 at her home in
New Concord, Kentucky.
She was born on May 2?, 1954 in Murray.
She touched the lives of thousands of
Calloway and Marshall County residents as the
30-year manager of Cypress Springs Resort and
as the co-owner of.' and L Rentals that includes
apartments, duplexes and storage facilities in
Murray.
She was preceded in death by her parents,
Willard L. and Callie Futrell Knott and fatherin-law Louie Williams Sr.
Mrs. Williams is survived by her husband,
Wmams
Louie Williams Jr., whom she married on Aug.
21, 1973; her daughter Regina."Gina" and husband Greg
Collins; son, Bryan Williams; four grandchildren, Rikki
Williams, Isaac and Brianna Smith and Austin Collins all of
New Concord and parents Dana and Dora Corey of New
Concord; three brothers, Leon Knott and wife Fannie of Alm°,
Rick Knott and wife Noi of Cibolo, Texas and Kenny Knott and
wife Kim of Glasgow; mother-in-law Ellen (Sue) Williams of
New Concord, brother-in-law Greg Williams and wife Rida of
Murray; sister-in law Jan Miller and husband Randall of Sedalia;
and sister-in-law Julie Stubblefield and husband Neil of Murray.
A potluck dinner to commemorate her life will be held at
Cypress Springs Resort in New Concord at 5 p.m. Saturday Nov.
14, 2015, per her wishes. The meat and drinks will be provided
by the family. Friends and family are invited.
Expression of respect and sympathy may take the form of
contributions to St. Jude's Children's Hospital or a local charity
benefiting children.
Imes Funeral Home & Crematory is in charge of arrangements.

James Harold Beane
He was born July 1, 1932 in Lynn Grove to Dempsey and Bessie
Beane.
He retired from the Murray Division of Tappan
after 21 years of service, was a self-employed carpenter and the owner and operator of James
Antiques. He was a member of Grace Baptist
Church.
He was preceded in death by four brothels,
Willoughby Beane, Lloyd Beane, Budl Beane, and
Halford Beane and two sisters, Modele Thweatt
and Lyda woods.
Mr. Beane is survived by his wife, Jonelle Steely
Beane Beane of Murray; one son,Tim Beane and wife
Treasa of Hazel; two sisters, Verlene Joseph of
Kirksey and Linda Faye Wilkerson of Murray; one brother, Glen
Beane and wife Barbara of Mayfield; and one granddaughter,
Rachel Beane of Hazel.
Funeral services will be at 2 p.m. Tuesday, Nov. 10, 2015 at the
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Dr. Jim Simmons and Rev. Jim
Harris will officiate. Burial will follow in the Hazel Cemetery.
Visitation will be from 11 a.m.- 2 p.m. Tuesday, Nov. 10,2015 at
the funeral home.
Online condolences- can be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com.
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Melba Todd
Melba Todd,85,of Murray, Kentucky died at 8 am Wednesday,
Nov. 4,2015 at her home.
Arrangements are incomplete at Blalock-Coleman & York
Funeral Home.•

'Kid'-napping ends happily; Coal troubles in Kentucky Appalachians
baby goat reunites with mom fueled GOP in last two statewide elections
By TERRY TANG
Associated Press
PHOENIX (AP) - Like a
scene out of a Hollywood tearjerker, a baby pygmy goat that
vanished from the Arizona State
.Fair came home to its mother
Thursday surrounded by TV
cameras and jubilant fairgoers.
Dozens of employees and visitors burst into applause as
GusGus %*as gently placed in
the pen where he was last seen.
Several people huddled to
watch mother and kid reunite
below a "Welcome Home
GusGus!"
banner
and
"Welcome Home" balloons.
Fair livestock director Karen
Searle said a man walking his
dog along a canal in Phoenix
found GusGus and took him to a
pet store, where an attentive
worker reached out to the State
Fair.
"They called the fair and sent
pictures to our phone," Searle
said."We said 'It's got to be him'
and it was him."
GusGus was hungry and tired
but not injured. Searle believes
someone simply dumped him
near the canal and that he couldn't have been out there that long.
Finding him was especially
urgent because he cannot survive without his mother's milk.
The miniature goat weighs less
than 5 pounds and is still nursing.
Bern last month, he also has
not received all his shots. Fair
workers say they wish they
could meet the man who found

GusGus, but he didn't even
leave his name at the pet store.
"From the bottom of our
hearts, we'd like to thank him,"
petting zoo manager Emilie
Owen said. "He literally saved
GusGus life by finding him."
Families at the fair who had
heard about the missing goat
earlier in the day were also in a
celebratory mood.
"It's good to know he's OK.
He's so little," said Megan
Zimbelman, who was there with
her high school classmates.
Someone took tiny GusGus
from his pen Wednesday
evening. The
kidnapping
sparked disbelief and legions of
followers on social media who
helped make the missing animal
a hot topic. His disappearance
hashtag,
sparked
the
#FindGusGus.
"In over 30 years that we've
been doing this, I have never
had anything like this happen,"
Owen said.
The images of the mother,
Custard, crying for her missing
kid helped bring even more
attention to the story. According
to petting zoo workers, Custard
was calling out for her baby.
Searle said there are employees in the petting zoo at all
times. So someone would have
noticed if GusGus had tried to
run off. Because he is tame and
accustomed to humans, he
would not have cried out if
someone picked him up.
"This was definitely an intentional theft. There's no way it
was an accident," Searle said.•

Angler catches digital camera
lost in Lake Michigan in 2013
GRAND HAVEN, Mich.(AP)- Andre Monterio has a fishing
story about one that got away and eventually was caught.
But what he pulled from Lake Michigan near Grand Haven in
September had no scales or gills. It was a small digital camera
knocked overboard two years ago from another boat.
W7224/1-TV reports that Monterio put the camera's memory card
in his computer and saw "Mike's Family Pharmacy" in one photo.
He contacted pharmacist Mike Cook at the shop in Montague.
northwest of Grand Rapids.
Cook was on the boat when the camera was lost. He relayed the
story to Deb Hays of Whitehall. The camera belonged to her husband.
Hays told the television station that "when something falls in a
great lake, your chance of getting it back is slim to none."

YOUR OPEN ENROLLMENT
HEADQUARTERS
Medicare Supplements - Oct. 15- Dec. 7th
Health Insurance - Nov. 1st -Jan. 31st

270-761-1010

Robert Billington Jr. & Associates, LLC
113 S. 4th St. on the Square •(270) 293-8817
www.robertbillingtoninsurance.com

21:11

PIKEVILLE, Ky.(AP)- In the heart of Kentucky's coal country,
where sons followed fathers and grandfathers into the mines, support for Democrats ran as deep as the coal seams that powered the
region's economy. But as the Appalachian coal sector's future has
dimmed,so has political loyalty.
The generational devotion to the party of Franklin Roosevelt, John
F. Kennedy and Bill Clinton is still on display in the Pike County
courthouse. Glass cases in the lobby showcase buttons, bumper
stickers, signs and other memorabilia recounting Democratic victories. A space set aside for Republicans is empty.
But the political landscape is shifting amid a steep downturn in the
coal business in the hills of eastern Kentucky.
•
That chain of support for Democrats in a swath of Appalachian
counties - dating back at least to the New Deal,- has been broken
in the past two statewide elections as voters switched their support
to Republican candidates for U.S. Senate and governor.
There is visceral disgust with President Barack Obama, and his
environmental policies have been widely denounced by locals as
anti-coal.
Republicans stirred the backlash, denouncing Obama for waging a
"war on coal" through stepped-up regulation of coal-fired power
plants. Now the GOP is tapping into the discontent to win coal coun
ties that once seemed out of reach.•

Tennessean: Child care agency
got top marks despite violation
NASHVILLE, Tenn.(AP)- A newspaper reports a for-profit
child care operator with centers.in Kentucky and Indiana Was
allowed to open more facilities in Middle Tennessee despite safety violations in the other states stretching back more than a
decade.
The Tennessean reports Never Grow Up Inc. operates 12 child
care centers in Middle Tennessee under The Academy and Holly
Tree brands, adding an investigation found the agency continued
to violate health and safety rules.
In one case,an unsupervised 5-year-old child suffered a shock to
the hand and bums after inserting a bobby pin into an electrical
outlet, the paper said. It added that violation records posted online
by the Tennessee Department of Human Services also describe an
incident at another Never Grow Up facility where discipline
administered by caregivers was said to have been "frightening and
potentially injurious" and to have "caused bodily pain."
However,in spite of these and other violations, DHS gave all but
one of the Never Grow Up facilities with violations in Davidson,
Williamson and Sumner counties a two- or three-star rating, the
newspaper reported. Three stars is the highest quality rating the
state confers on child care centers.
In total, Never Grow Up operates nearly 30 child care centers.
The report said that in Kentucky and Indiana inspectors have documented cases of insect and rodent infestations, infants put to
sleep with potentially suffocating blankets and bibs, and multiple
instances of unsupervised children, including a 4-year-old girl left
forgotten on a cot under a basement stairway for up to 30 minutes
before she woke up "shaking and crying."
In comments to The Tennessean about the reported violations,
Never Grow Up owner and operator Dwight Derringer said: "I
think that, as with everything, when we find an issue we report, we
go forward, we terminate, we retrain and we address."
DHS spokeswoman Stephanie Jarnagin said the history of serious violations, civil penalties or probation at a facility is considered before issuing a license to another facility owned by the same,
individual or company, but all decisions are handled on a "caseby-case basis."
To monitor for rules compliance, she said DHS' licensing staff
conducts at least four unannounced visits to all agencies during the
licensing year. The majority of agencies associated with Never
Grow Up receive four to five unannounced visits each year based
on the two- to three-star rating at each center, Jamagin said.
Violations were cited when observed and the agency was provided an opportunity to correct them,she said. Unannounced followup visits were conducted to ensure the violations were corrected.
Jarnagin said DHS is "always looking" for ways to improve the
quality and safety of its licensed child care facilities.
Derringer said no state regulatory agency has ever forced him to
close one of his centers, which employ about 500 people and serve
roughly 2,000 families.
Never Grow Up owner and operator Dwight Derringer said
criminal background and registry checks are conducted before hiring caregivers, but he acknowledged "child care is not a perfect
science."
"And some people. out of 500 employees, are sometimes not
going to do the right thing," Derringer said.•

Man finds owner of school ring 36 years later
Man charged with murder after shooting confession

CHELSEA, Mich.(AP) - A 36-year-old mystery about a ring
lost at a movie theater has been solved with some simple high-tech
HOPKINS VILLE, Ky.(AP)- Authorities say a man who called sleuthing.
Eddie Johnson of Davison returned the ring last week to Deborah
police after fatally shooting another man in Hopkinsville, Kentucky,
Durden
of Chelsea. He found it in 1979 when he was working at a
has been charged with murder.
According to WSMV-TV in Nashville, police say officers were theater at the Genesee Valley mall.
Durden graduated from Churchill High School in Livonia in 1975.
sent to a Hopkinsville residence late Friday night after receiving a
tells The Ann Arbor News that he checked www.classJohnson
phone call from 29-year-old David Markle, who told them he had
mates.com and found four people from that class with initials that
just shot someone.
When the officers arrived on the scene, they found Markle and the are on the ring.
Johnson also discovered that Durden had written about her lost
body of 27-year-old Justin Fish. Police say Fish had been shot mulring on the website. He then found her phone number,contacted her
tiple times. A handgun was also found at the scene.
Markle was arrested and charged with first-degree murder. He was and returned the ring.
Durden is thankful and says, "I'm going to always be wearing
being held Sunday at the Christian County Jail on a million dollar
it."11
bond.
Online court records do not show if Markle has a lawyer who can
comment on the case on his behalf.
The case remains under investigation.•
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Chevron Texaco Corp

94.07 • 048

Pepsico,IOC.-.-----99.72.0.89

Taboo._.......

34.20 • 0.92

Pfizer,Inc------3392- 013

.1793 - OM

Regions Financial ....--- 10.12 + 039
Sears Holding Corp _. 2429 + 0.56
Thie
.032
43.70+117
US Bancorp
Anthem---.--134.27. 127
Wal-Mart.......-_-__ 58.78 + 017

Dean Foods
Exxon-Mobil-

84.47 - 034

Ford Motor Co...--____ 1433.0.04

3 moo
$30

HopFed Banc*.

101.1 p.m.
Vrict
, t4 .

General Electric ...---- 29.93 + 0.29
Gino Smith
Amazon

41.90.038

.....________ 65937 + 3.72

Goodyear Tire & Rubber 32.98 + 0.27

HILLIARD LYONS
Financial Consultants (I.-R):
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
Court Square I Murray, KY 42071
270.753.3366 I 800.4441854

Hours:B:0D a.m.-5,30 p.m.
limerd t asIi nevi mist lis Mod I mote orshopel i MOM Manitssail lima NO MC NM le
Hai Govan* t/sw Li An I Somas And Irsopt.UltIWLlotUMW.mg,lieu mom
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$830 Column Inch, 60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
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Murray L

Kellie Klessig
Murray Ledger & Times
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Double

$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
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Help %Mel

Manufacturing Company located in Paris, TN
seeking full time Sales & Marketing Assistant

PUBLIC NOTICE
The Architectural Review Board will hold a public
hearing on Monday, November 16 , 2015 at 5:30
p.m. in the Council Chambers of City Hall,
loeated at 104 N. 5th St. to review a Certificate
of Appropriateness application for the First
Upited Methodist Church located at 503 Maple
• Street. This property lies within the
Historic Overlay District.
All interested persons are invited to attend.
If further information is needed, please contact
The Planning Department at 270-762-0330.

Requirements:
High school diploma or GED; 1 year office experience; Degree in
business/marketing preferred; Ability to wort( independently with
minimum supervision; Strong attention to detail and accuracy,
communication, and organizational skills; Proficiency in MS Office
including PowerPoint, Must be able to develop and maintain
spreadsheets; Must be able to post and follow up with all social
media platforms. Must pass pre-employment drug screen.
Email resume with 3 reference to
parisTNmanufacturing@gmail.com ; Equal Opportunity
Employer/M/F/DN; TN Drug Free Workplace Employer

IIUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECiill
BUYING, BUYING, BUYING
Wrecked, running and non-running
autos, battenes, and all aluminum
KEY RECYCLING
1990 STATE ROUTE 121 SOUTH
270-759-9694
Camp Septic Cleaning of Murray
Residential &

Commercial

753-9224 Nick McClure-Owner
Thank you for your business'

"ATTENTION SENIORS"
Annual Open Enrollment begings
October 15 thru December 7.
My Specialty Medicare Advantage, Medicare
Supplements, and Part D drug plans.
For information contact
Ron Sallin- Local Agent #512946
Phone 270-210-2533

STRANSWORLD

English
Bulldog pul
335-3943
270-994-3.c

AUSTIN
Set
All typei
Bent(
270-7C

Dmileo.%aia'Panda*• Mews& Ammitibur
Dean E. Cherry, Managing Director-270-978-9946
Murray Ledg

Martin and Bayley, INC., Mailing address 1311A W
Main St. Carmi, IL 62821. Hereby declares intention(s) to apply for a NQ- Retail Malt Beverage
Package license(s no later than November 9th
201,6. The business to be licensed will be located at
WON 12th St., Murray, Kentucky 42071, doing
bpainess as Hucks Food and Fuel. The Principal
. Officers and Directors are as follows:
CEO,lbdd Jenney of 1501 Main St. Carmi, IL
62821. Chairman, Mark Bayley of 789 County Rd.
1m300 N, Carmi, IL 62821. Secretary/CFO, Tom
Lriga' n of 206 Fairview Dr., Carmi, IL 62821. Vice
Clipirman, Charles Martin of 3502 Riverview Ct.,
Gofrey, IL 62035. Any person, association, corporation, or body politic may protest the granting of
the licensers) by writing the Dept. of Alcoholic
Beverage Control, 1003 Twilight Trail, Frankfort,
1.KY 40601-8400, within
30 days(KRS 243.430)of the date of this legal
publication.

Call NICKI PEACH
at'270-753-1916 and place your ad today!

Manufacturing Company located in Paris, TN
seeking full time IT Support Technician.
Requirements
High school diploma or GED; 1 year related experience; Degree in
IT or related field preferred; Ability to work independently with
minimum supervision; Strong attention to detail and accuracy,
communication, and organizational skills; Must be able to develop
and maintain spreadsheets; Must be able to post and follow up
with all social media platforms. Web/Graphic design a plus.
This position will support all computer related functions for the
facility such as troubleshooting hardware & software issues,
computer repairs, and installation and configuration of standard
business software. It will also work closely with marketing
department. Must pass pre-employment drug screen.
Email resume with 3 reference to
parisTNmanufacturing gmail.com ; Equal Opportunity
Employer/M/F/DN; TN Drug Free Workplace Employer

11111
thoblis Home Lots For Rent

060
Invitation to Bid
Sealed bids will be relieved by the City of Murray, KY,
104 North 5th Street, until 10:00 a.m. C.S.T on
Monday November 23rd, 2015 for
POLICE VEHICLES
All:isds must be turned in to the Customer Service Center, at City Hall (104 North
5th Street, Murray, KY 42071) no later than 1000 a.m. C.S.T on Monday November
23rd, 2015. Bids cannot be accepted at any other location. Bids will be opened and
all bid pnces read aloud at the hour and date specified herein. Bids must be
relieved by the designated date and time and none will be considered thereafter.
The City of Murray, KY reserves the nght to reject any and all bids and to waive any
minl informality in bids relieved. All forms, information, and specifications regarding
th s bid are available from the Customer Service Center, 104 North 5th Street.
Mthay, KY 42071 (270-762-0350). You are encouraged to mark the bid envelope
with 'BID-Police Vehicles" and address to:
City of Murray, KY
104 North 5th Street
Murray, KY 42071

Oscar Cross Boys & Girls Club
of Paducah has opening for
Chief Professional Officer
Executive Director.
Individual will oversee staff, students at
Park Ave. location Mon through Fri app.
12pm-7pm. Pay negotiable.
Job details review at oscarcrossbgc.org.
Leadership, strategic planning, resource
management, community development skills a
must. Bachelors degree preferred.
Mail cover letter, resume & references to:
OCBGC c/o Board President Todd Faulkner,
PO BOX 203 Paducah, KY 42002

The-City of Murray, KY is not responsible for the premature opening of, or failure to
open, a sealed bid that is not addressed or identified.
You are invited to be present for the opening of the bids submitted
020
Notice

12 day real estate
licensing
class.
Hopkinsville in rolling,
$960. Text/Call 2702 2.3 - 0 7 8 9
deloiieadams@ yahoo.
corn.

Notice

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but inacoccur.
curacies
do
Readers using this information do so at their own
risk. Although persons and
mentioned
companies
herein are believed to be
reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor any of
its employees accept any
responsibility whatsoever
for their activities.

Papa Smurf
Storage
1st Month free!
•New Climate Control
Available
.247 Surveillance
*Pest Control
\ (14 East
2711 7'i-1400 or
271i )M,-(i1''
060
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All Other Mail
Subscriptions
3 me...............$75.00
6 me.....-.......$96.00
1 yr.
$145.00

Money Order

Visa

has a Temporary Armed Guard
position available in Benton, KY.
Position is full time Monday - Friday day
shifts. This is a temporary assignment
with potential for extensions.
Please call 859-278-4361
Monday - Friday 8am-3pm
for a phone interview.
MUST be 21 years old, have prior military
or law enforcement experience, clean
criminal and work history.
Drug screening is required.

NOW Hiring
housekeeping position.
Apply in person only.
Holiday Inn Express
Hwy 641 N. Murray Ky.

Agricultural Conservation
Technician Position
Agricultural Conservation Technician,
full-time, limited to available funding
committed for one year at this time.

Home Delivery
Local Mail
3 me.
-....-.$55.00 3 me.
6 me..--........$55.00
1 yr. -4105.00
1 yr. ...........$105.00
Rest of KY/TN
Turyear & Buchanan)
s,*
Sao ae
WOO

Hsto Wanted

Logan Security

MIC

Nit_
.
St! dress

Require knowledge of all Farm Bill
programs. Duties include but are not
limited to providing technical assistance
to land owners regarding federal,
state, and local program, data collection,
technical application,
marketing and training, civil rights.
Must possess a valid KY drivers license.
Salary based upon an hourly wage,
education, and/or experience.
Send resume, cover letter, transcript
and three references to:

Zip_
Ph.
Mail this coupon with payment to:
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
or online subscriptions go to:

murrayiedger.com

NNW
Ask about our

Display ad
specials

Help Wanted

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledger.com,
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com.
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you.
FULL TIME
Nurse Practitioner or
PA needed
Full Time board certified Family Nurse
Or
Practitioner
Physicians Assistant
applicants
needed for busy family
praetice clinic.
Qualified applicants
may send resume to:
1511 Doelson Parkway
Dover, TN 37058
or send resume to

for all your

advertising
needs.
753-1916

Office Manager
PO Box 219
Dover, TN 37058
Phone 931-232-5555

GET your Home ready
for the Holiday's, RCS
Cleaning Service. Let
us do your Dirty Work.
Free
Consultation,
Affordable 270-9704612.
140
Ward to Buy
"ANTIQUES", gas, oil
& soda signs, pump,
military. Call Larry 270753-3633
150
Articles
For Sale
2005 Tracker 175 with
Merc 50hp & Trail Star
Trailer with side rollers.
Lowrance maper & fish
finder. Marine radio.
Like new condition.
Asking $7,300. Call
270-436-5581
Straw $3.50/ bale.
(270)753-4582, 270227-7352

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD ELKINS
005 E South 12th St

(270) 753-1713
270
Mothe Homes For Sale

INFINITY GROUP
is hiring Full Time production workers
for the Pella Corporation in
Murray Kentucky.
1st and 3rd shift positions
are available.
Starting pay is $10.00 per hour,
Please submit your resume'to
bsmithiPirif-grp.com.
Or call (270) 767-2518
to schedule an appointment.

Calloway County Conservation District
88 Robertson Road South
Murray, KY 42071
Phone: 270-767-0491
Email: cindy@callowayconservation.com

Infinity Group is an equal opportunity
employer. Post offer drug screen,
background and physical check required.

Applications must be In the Calloway
Co. Conservation District office by
4:00 p.m. Nov. 13, 2015.

Subscribe to
The Murray Ledger &
Times

*RENT to OWN'
2005 38R, 28A, Great
Condition,
$3950
down, $650 Month,
102 Gilbert St. 615397-3171.
280
Mobile Homes For Rant
2BR, C/WA, NO Pets,
$365.00 plus deposit.
Country Living Courts
15 miles on 121N. 270210-5461.

$115.00 per Month
Country Living Courts
15 miles on 121N. 270210-5461.

1 OR 2br apts. nea
Murray
downtown
Lease and deposi
required.
270-753
4109.
1BR apartment furnished, no calls before
10am. 270-753-3474
2BR brick. Clean, No
Pets, $395/Month 270293-0670
2BR, 1BA duplex. 270753-0259

Housing

Al real estate
is subject to
Housing Act
illegal to adva
mice, limitatio
ton based on
gron sex hand
tus or national
lion to make
ences, lirnitatic
tion.
State laws fort
in the sale, inn
of real estate I/
addition to
under federal I
We will know
advertising for
is not in vs:4,lb
persons are I
that all dwelhr
available on a
nits basis.
For further ass
Housing Ads
merits, contac
Rene P. Milani,

WA*

Houses For Rent
411 South 8th st. 3BR,
1 1/2BA. $695/mo & 1
1/2 month deposit. No
large dogs. 313-8011918.
LARGE brick, 3BR
21/2BA, LR, DR,
Grage.
Hwy
68E
Fairdealing, Job refs.
$1100 Mo + Deposit.
270-243-5066

00.

2.6 Acres
on Cyrpr
4BR, 2B/
Basement
Condition.
Car Gara
All
Driv
Walkways
$439,900
4602

SMALL 26 1BA house.
1 mile from city limits.
Perfect for single person. $400 a month,
$400 deposit, 1 yr
lease. W/D, stove,
refrigerator, mowing
included. No pets. 270227-6431.

Very nice 38R home.
Calloway Gardens Appliances and carEssex Downs
port.
No
pets.
Apartments
References required.
1BR from $345
Coleman RE 270-75328R from $375
9898
270-7534556
1505 Duiguld Drive
TDD 1-800-545-1833 eit 283
nro Illtallal001 LI an eqi.. )

tihrop lsouna

pronder

and emptowr

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
NOW LEASING
720 S. 4111 ST.
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
Comer el 121 S. & Glendale,
8 vouchers.
HMO's & 10x15's
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
(270) 436-2524
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
PREMIER
Wednesday, Friday.
MINISTORAGE
Phone 270-759-4984. 'Inside climate control
Equal Housing
storage
Opportunity
*Security alarmed
TDD # 711
•Safe & clean
'We
sell boxes!
NEW apartment in
'We rent U-Hauls
Hazel. $550.00/mo.
753-9600.
plus deposit all utilities
included.
8211

270-492-

Houses For Rent
2/3BR IBA. 400 South
12th
Street.
Unfurnished, gas heat,
window A/C units. Pets
with prior approval. All
hardwood
flooring.
New windows, new
paint. $675 per month,
$675 deposit. 270-7520513.
3BR furnished lake
home. No pets.
References required.
$900/month Coleman
RE 270-753-9898
3BR, 28A house in
country. Beautiful yard.
Lynn Grove area.
$500/mo, NO pets, No
smoking. Deposit and
References required.
270-970-7456

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50.
753-7668
G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Hours:
Mon. - Fri
8:00-4:00
Saturday,
8:00-12:00

Bor

tr & Times

CLASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger & Times

Commercial Property
for Rent, Formerly a
beauty saloon. 1627
121N.
Bypass
Approximately 1500
sqtt.
270-753-9479
Ask for Debbie Mac.

New 244
Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estates
SBG Real Property
Professionals
293-7872

SUDOKU

YEARRY'S Tree and
Lawn Service.Licensed
and insured. Free estimates. 270-436-2562,
270-226-4504

Concept's Sudoltu

T37

5

14

9

7

2

_5
if you've got It we can store It"
For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations

USED TIRES
14, 15 16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted
,
c..
Business
• Newly Remodeled
*low Cninrneiricli

Call 753-5606

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES

s"

946
=MP

LD

hollandmotorsales corn
270-753-4461

AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859

ELECTRIC
Licensed &
Insured

rehousing
3U $20-50.
i-7668

i&C
WE and
WANE

E. Main
753-6266

DUB:

Fri
3-4:00
urday,
i-12:00

1, -

lams C.Sawn
WWW.GECMURRAY.COM

(270) 759-0890

Housing Act Notice

•Lawn care(mow,trim and leaf removal)
•Cleanup & outdoor projects

Oc

NOW
0/•01111,wirt

Thorough Maids

Free Estimates

20 Years Experience
Lie 6- Iris.

LeafRemoval
lieeneed & Insured
270-293-5949

PRESCOTT
ROOFING
Over 28 Years
Experience
Zach 270-873-7700
David 270-227-1106

Al Shrtgles Hart Nailed
2.6 Acres Lake Fran
on Cyrpress Creek.
4BR, 2BA with Ful
Basement Like New HALL'S WASTE
Condition. Stock 2.5 MANAGEMENT
Car Garage. Carport. • weekly & special pickups
All
Driveways
&
• locally owned/operated
Paved.
Walkways
270-293- 759-1151 • 293-2783
$439,900
293-2784
4602

teltresses
For All Year
Cleaning
Nude

8

Horoscope
A.G.S. Well &
Irrigation
We// Drilling
We//Pump Service
Residential

Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small

753-9562
www.hillelectric.com

270-293-3406
SZerteref1
/
41Ca.4;tetry
Fine Custom Cabinetry
179 Guthne Rd. Paris, TN
814-312-4765
jim@silverwoodcabinetry.com

LAWN SERVICE
LANDSCAPING
MULCHING
LEAF REMOVAL

-All Wood Cabinets
-Kitchens
Soft-close Hardware
-Baths
-NO Particle Board
-Bookcases
-Lifetime Warranty -Built-Ins, Etc.

7l-57l-642O
www.silverwoodcabinetry.com
""HittftFT'c
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
& TRUCKING
All Your Septic Needs
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch

(270)293-8686
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work.

MINI
STORAGE.
1111111i I

I
Size Unita
24/7Suivelliance • Electricity
Now Have 80 Climate Control Units
812 WhItnell Ave.

DRYWALL & painting:
no job too big or
smailHandyman services as well. Free estimates. Call Logan at
270-293-0404.

Hill Appliance
Repair
Serving
West Kentucky
Jason Hill
(270)226-0194
Service on all
major brands
Licensed & Insured

Higginson selected as 2015
COEHS Outstanding Alumni

Bonnie Higginson

Special to the Ledger
Murray State University's
College of Education and
Human Services (COEHS)
Alumni Association selected
Bonnie Higginson as the recipient of the 2015 COEHS
Outstanding Alumni Service
Award. Higginson received her
award at the 30th Annual
COEHS Alumni Association
Homecoming Breakfast that was
held on Saturday, Oct. 10, during the Murray State University
Homecoming weekend.
Higginson, regents professor
aduate
emeritus, is a 1975

1

8
6 15

CLEAN CUT

R/T
Lawn Service

6

3

Hill Electric

*Licensed & Insure
Ron Frame
(270) 227-3140
(270) 474-0323

7

2

Chris Tucker
270-293-4406

Gary 270-227-0420

•Landscape design & maintenance

*Trimming I Tree
Removal
•Licensed& Insured
Free Estimates
270-753-TREE
(8733)
Credit Cards Accented

4

Agricultural

& DFBRIS REMOVAL

ENTALS

EMIER
rORAGE
mate control
wage
y alarmed
& clean
'II boxes!
it U-Hauls.
-9600.

*Handyman Services
-Yard Work
•Pressure Washing
•Home Repairs

Lamb Tree Pro

3BR home.
s and carNo
pets.
's required.
RE 270-753-

436-2524

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors, LLC

270-293-3248
Murray Ledger & Times Fair

All real estate advertised herein
is subject to the Federal Fair
Housing Act. which makes it
illegal to advertise any preference, limitation or dismminabon based on race, color, religion, sex, handicap familial status or national origin, or intention to make any such preferences, limitations'or dismminadon.
State laws forbid discrunination
in the sale, rental or advertising
of real estate based on factors in
addition to those protected
under federal law.
We will knowingly accept an
advertising for real estate which
is not in violation of the law. All
are hereby informed
allisdwellings advertised are
available on an equal opportunity basis.
For further assistance with Fair
Housing Advertising requirements, contact NAA Counsel
Rene P Milam,(703)50-1000.

8

GaIllmore Electrical Contractors, LLC

FRAME'S
TREE

I IBA house.
m city limits.
r single per0 a month,
posit, 1 yr
V/D, stove,
mowing
Jo pets. 270-

1TORAGE
4111 ST.
s. &
& 10x15's

*Firewood
*Insured

2

1 38 8 9 5 2,7 4
8 2 7 43 1 8 9 5
9 5 4 8 7,2,3 6 1
3.-60 4 9 7 82
41 9 2 8 7 5 3 8
7 8 2 5,8,3 4 1 9
2439 1 8657
5 7 1 326 9 4 8
8 9 6 7 5 41 2 3,

Difficulty Level *

Iniestr1aUtorisidalTheslisstial

is For Rent

brick, 3BR
LA, DR,
Hwy
68E
g, Job refs.
+ Deposit.
066

*Trimming
*Removal
*Stump Gnnding

3

AN sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

SERVICE

F89946

8th st. 3BR,
5695/mo & 1
I deposit. No
is. 313-801-

• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E

II

1

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE

(270) 489-2839

GARY W. DICK

mambo,
4opilition

V. 11th

We Finance

English or French
Bulldog puppies. 270335-3943
270-994-3915

jogs
r 7.
Medicare
plans.

*Insured .S.r. Dilecvunt
•Ffee Eseineiee
alleritier Artpare

5

270-753-2905

(270) 485-6122

DOG
Obedience
www glendhenmere co
270)436-2858

• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St.
• MBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th St.
Lights, Electricity, and 24/7 Surveillance

,.

from Murray State University
with a Bachelor of Science
degree in the area of rehabilitation. In 1978, she earned a
Master of Science in human
services. She worked as coordinator of the reading and study
skills program at Murray State
University in 1979. After receiving a Ph.D. from the University
of Georgia, she became assistant
professor and coordinator'in the
Murray
State
University
Learning Center. In 1988, she
transferred to the Department of
Elementary and Secondary
Education within the College

by Jacqueline Sklar

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Tuesday, Nov. 10, 2015:
This year your imagination feeds your creativity to such an extent
that others often are dumbfounded by your ideas and solutions.
Sometimes you could be a bit self-absorbed. Be aware of this tendency. If you are single, others respond to your charisma. You
have several suitors to choose from. You won't want to settle undl
you feel you have met someone who lights your fire. If you are
attached, the two of you often have a great time together. Hammer,
with your tendency to be me-oriented this year, you must be aware
of your significant other more often. Make more time for him or her.
A fellow SCORPIO might be difficult to relate to.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4Positive, 3-Average: 2-So-so, 1 -Difficult
ARIES(March 21 -April 19)
*** You'll get an earful early on. What you are hearing could be
good information, but it also might be somewhat overwhelming.- -.
Consider allowing the person with the ideas to carry the banner on
this issue. Use your instincts! Tonight: Go along with a family mem; •
bees suggestion.
TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
**** You might be stubborn and want to have your way.
However, someone else is determined to run the show. Go off and
enjoy those in your life, or get into a different project. Mow this person to have his or her way — and the extra work! Tonight Agree to
established plans.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** All work and no play isn't healthy, but today you might not
have a choice. Stick to your vision when making a decision about a
key project Will it deliver the results you desire? If not, is this idea
worth pursuing? Only you can decide. Tonight: Know when to relax
and let go.
•
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** Your energy seems to soar. You'll need it to dive into your :
work, an artistic project or something that allows you to create and
manifest. Otherwise, the frustration you experience could baddIn
and cause a problem. Tonight: Add more spice to your life.
_A
LEO(July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Someone you care about might be pressuring you. Most Ilk*
ly, this person wants you to do something that you have no Interest in doing. You have been saying no in your own way, but this person is refusing to listen. Decide the best way to handle this situation. Tonight: Out late.
VIRGO(Aug.23-Sept 22)
**** You can't complain about people not appreciating your
ideas 'if you are not sharing them. Start being more open about
what you desire. Once you start opening up, you'll get feedback that ,
is likely to encourage you. You might try being authentic more often. ,
Tonight: Out and about.
UBRA(Sept. 23-Oct 22)
**** You could be exhausted by everything that is occurring.
However, you can deflect any negativity or energy that feels off.
Use caution with your finances. You might be drawn to a situation
and feel compelled to handle it. Tonight: Take care of yourself first.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Your natural style encourages agreement where there
otherwise would be uproar. Stay on top of a situation that is a high
priority. Only you can create what you really want here. Someone
else can try, but he or she won't be as successful. Tonight Go along
with the moment.
,
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
*** You might want to slow down before you take a leap of faith.'
Consider the pros and cons of your decisions. Adrenaline runs high
as you consider a new path. You are likely to head in that direction
sooner rather than later. Tonight: Share exciting news with a trusted pal.
CAPRICORN(Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Once others get that you aren't going to change your direction, they will want to join you. You can't blame them for wanting to
have their ideas acknOwledged,though. Your determination is clear.
Sharing your vision will be important. Tonight Hang out.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Be willing to take a stand and let others deckle vAninsr
join you. You know that what you are doing has financial Wripace-.
bons. You might wonder what others think. Be OK with any feedback or criticism you get. Tonight A must appearance.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** investigate other ways of viewing a problem or situation.
You recognize how unique each person's vision is. Much of what we
see and say emerges from our backgrounds. Do your best to
detach and take in the whole picture. You might be surprisedl
Tonight Share with a loved one.

and served as the department
chair from 1996 until 2000.
During that time,she was selected as the Residential College
Head of Robert H. White
Residential College and served
in that capacity for seven years
as she continued with her teaching duties as a professor in the
Department of Elementary and
Secondary Education.
She was selected as associate
provost for academic programs
in 2007 until her appointment as
the provost in 2010. During
Higginson's time as professor
and department chair,she initiatDistinguished
ed
the
Practitioner Program. The program recruited outstanding public school educators to teach in BORN TODAY
the college and work with Comedian, actor Tracy Morgan (1968), theologian Martin Luther
Regional Academic Outreach in (1483), actor Roy Scheider(1932)
the implementation of the elementary 2+2 programs that are
Internet
the
on
Is
Blgar
now delivered at four extended Jacqueline
www.jacquelineblgar.com.
campus sites.
(c)2015 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
During her career at Murray
State, Higginson was honored
with several awards. In 2007,
she received the first Murray
State University Extraordinary
to
Contribution
Internationalization Award for
her leadership in the development of"the Belize Teaching
Experience Program as well as
having extensive involvement in
many aspects of Murray State's
efforts to internationalize the
campus. She was also the recipient of the 1992 Board of
Regents Award for Excellence in
Thaching and the 2000
Distinguished Professor Award.
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Tem years ago
Pictured is Marcus Brown who
scored 41 points to lead the gold
team past the blue in Murray State's
first scrimmage of the season.
Xandy Carstens received the
Keith M. Helm Humanitarian
Award at the Humane Society's recent 20th anniversary celebration.
Tammy Contri was selected as the
Outstanding Teacher in Humane
Education.
Ilkictured is Calloway County
Clirk Ray Coursey being sworn
in by Judge David Buckingham in
front of friends and family.
Barton Jones, master of Murray
LOdge No. 105 Free and Accepted
Masons is shown at a recent ham
breakfast. Also pictured is past
noSister of Hazel Lodge 832 ,Max
Weatherford; master of Aurora
L,Odge 925 and past district deputy grand master Pete Farley, member Albert Crider, past master Cecil
Dodds, Buddy Bybee and past master Charles Tuft.
Ed Boyd, vice president and general manager of Murray Fisher-Price
and Sue Allison, president of the
Murray Woman's Club, are pictured
standing by the new sign denoting
the new Fisher-Price Playground at
Murray-Calloway County Park.
Twenty years ago
Students in Yvonna Hooper's
fourth grade class at Southwest Elementary enjoyed a visit with Ms.
Frizzell from the Magic School Bus
at their Halloween party. Students
pictured are Justin Murdock, Parker
Adams and Dain Satterwhite.
Members of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital's Alzheimer's Disease Education Support Group celebrated their 20th anniversary by discussing their experiences with loved
ones affected by the disease and
learning more about how to care for
them. Pictured is Monica Walston
who was given the "Caregiver of the
Year" award. She is joined by group
charter members Cindy Ragsdale
and Joretta Randolph.
Train crossing alarms like the
one on Main Street will be going
off more frequency and motorists
are urged to use caution as railway
operations will soon begin deliver-

ing steel to the Webasto plant in the
local industrial park.
Thirty years ago
Pictured is. the progress being
made on the US 641 bridge being
build across from the Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce
office north of Murray. The new
four lane bridge will take the place
of the existing two lane structure.
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Young of
Route 3 are the parents of a son,
Joshua Steven, born Oct. 21 at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The
mother is the former Cindy Bazzell.
Forty years ago
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Franklin Burkeen on Oct. 31.
Kenny Adams, center and Tony
Boone, linebacker, of Murray High
School, were named to the All-West
Kentucky Conference Team for
Class AA division.
Calloway County High School
Speech and Debate Team won first
place sweepstakes honors at the
Trigg County Invitational.
Fifty years ago
1st Lt. Jerry T. Shroat, son of Mr.
and Mrs. John Shroat of Murray, has
been assigned to the 28th Transportation Battalion's Headquarters in
Germany.
The Murray High School Tigers
beat Ft. Campbell 27-6 which gave
them a first place standing in the district. The team will meet Glasgow
for the regional title on Nov. 12.
George Ed Overbey showed
slides of his European summer travels at a meeting of the Murray High
School Chapter of Future Homemakers of America. He was introduced by Ann Griffin.
Sixty years ago
Calloway Countians turned out to
vote heavily for A.B. Chandler who
was elected governor and Harry Lee
Waterfield as lieutenant governor.
John Woodruff Construction
Company of Cadiz started work on
the new Murray Memorial Gardens
located on the North Highway.

Husband's long tresses
are stressing his wife
DEAR ABBY: My husband, who
has a beautiful head of dark curly
hair, decided to let it grow. It is
now about halfway down his back.
Sometimes he braids it or pulls
it into a ponytail. Other times he
wears it down
and it falls
The
loose.
problem is, I
can't bear to
look at him.
H e
always
has
been cleancut and had
short hair. But
as time has
Dear Abby
gone on and
by
many of his
Abigail
friends have
begun losing
Van Buren
their hair, he
says he wants
to grow his out while he can.
I know that in the grand scheme
of life, hair shouldn't be an issue,
but I can't seem to get past this. I
think it's because of the way he used
to look. I can't talk to him about it
because he really likes his hair. This
feels like MY problem, but how can
I deal with it? -- TOO MUCH OF A
GOOD THING
DEAR TOO MUCH: If you
can't look at your spouse because
his flowing tresses are a turnoff, this
must be affecting many aspects of
your marriage. Although he likes
his hair long, if you address it in
those terms he may be willing to listen. However,just as women should
be free to wear their hair the way
they want, the same should apply to
males.
P.S. I'm surprised his friends
want to hang around with a walking
reminder that they are follicly challenged.
00000

DEAR ABBY: My wife and I
went to a Mexican resort with five
other couples for a seven-day vacation. On the second day, one of the
wives,"Sandra," received the news
that her sister "Kate" had died un-

Today In Mister/
By the Associated Press
Today is Monday, Nov. 9, the
313th day of 2015. There are 52
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Nov. 9,1965,the great Northeast blackout began as a series of
power failures lasting up to 13 1/2
hours left 30 million people in seven states and part of Canada without
electricity.
On this date:
In 1620, the passengers and crew
ofthe Mayflower sighted Cape Cod.
In 1872,fire destroyed nearly 800

expectedly. The funeral would not
be held until two days after we returned.
Sandra's husband was furious
at the family member for calling.
What did they expect her to do,
hop a plane? We were all affected
by Sandra's loss. The first two days
all five couples were having a ball.
After that call it was like someone
popped the balloon -- it was never
the same for any of us.
Some of us feel they could have
waited until the last day before
calling, although I personally think
they should have waited until she
got home. Sandra and Kate were
completely dissimilar and not close.
Even Sandra said, "Well, at least
I had two good days of vacation."
Should the family have waited? -DISGUSTED IN WISCONSIN
DEAR DISGUSTED: It depends, I think, upon the dynamics
in the sisters' family and to what
degree Kate's death was a shock to
everyone. When death happens out
of the blue, people sometimes react
emotionally rather than rationally, which may be why the relative
called immediately.
I agree with the friends who said
the sad news could have been conveyed on the last day of the trip. Had
Sandra been told immediately upon
her return home, she might have
been grateful. On the other hand,
she also might have been furious,
saying, "How could you keep this
from me!?" That said, in my opinion it would have been kinder to let
Sandra and her husband enjoy their
holiday, since it was already too late
to rush to the sister's bedside.
0*000

Dear Abby is written by Abigail
Van Buren, also known as Jeanne
Phillips, and was founded by her
"mother, Pauline Phillips. Contact
Dear Abby at www.DearAbby.com
or P.O. Box 69440, Los Angeles,
CA 90069

Hip surgery benefits outweigh
possible complications
DEAR DOCTOR K: My doctor
says I need hip replacement surgery. She says it will help my pain.
But I'm worried about complications. Should I be?
DEAR READER: 1 get a lot
of questions
about hip replacement
surgery, and
I'm in a good
to
position
answer them:
I had a hip
replacement
about a decade ago. BeDr. Komaroff fore I give a
more detailed
by
answer, let
Dr. Anthony
me cut to the
chase: The
Komaroff
of
benefits
hip replacement surgery greatly outweigh the
risks.
First, the basics. Your hip is a
ball in a socket joint: The big bone
in the top part of your leg has a top
that's shaped like a ball, and you:
pelvic bone has a cup into which
the ball fits. Hip replacement surgery involves replacing the bony
ball and socket with an artificial
device made of metal or ceramic.
As with every type of surgery,
there can be complications. Fortunately, they are very unusual.
So what can go wrong?
-- BLOOD CLOTS. These can
form in the veins of the legs, shake
loose, and travel to your lungs.
This can be a serious complication.
However, various treatments have
greatly reduced this risk.
-- INFECTION. Your implant
can become infecd. If you feel
new pain in the implanted hip, particularly if you also feel sick and
have a fever, seek immediate treatment.
-- DISLOCATION. In the weeks
after your hip replacement, take
great care to keep from dislocating
your implant before the surrounding tissues have healed enough to

hold it in place. To reduce dislocation risk, do not bend over farther
than your waist for about six weeks
after your surgery. Also avoid turning your recuperating leg in or out.
Even afterward,there is a chance of
a painful dislocation.
-- LEG-LENGTH DISCREPANCY. After surgery, your legs
may become slightly unequal in
length. If so, a lift in the shoe of the
shorter leg can fix the problem.
-- LOOSENING. A replacement
joint can loosen because the cement
never secured it properly or eventually wore out. This may also happen if the surrounding bone does
not grow into the implant to create
a tight attachment.
-- BONE LOSS. As a joint implant suffers wear and tear, loose
particles can be released into the
joint. As your immune system attacks these particles, it can also attack surrounding bone and weaken
it. This may loosen the bone's connection to the implant.
I'm not minimizing any of the
possible complications of hip surgery. But the point is that they are
very infrequent. Look for a surgeon
who performs lots of hip replacements and has a fine reputation.
With such a surgeon, the likelihood
of any complication is even less. I
had no complications. In fact, looking back on it, my only regret about
having hip replacement surgeryis that I waited so long to have it
done!
(This column is an update of one
that ran originally in July 2012.)
(Dr. Kontaroff is a physician
and professor at Harvard Medical School. To send questions, go
to AskDoctorK.com, or write: Ask
Doctor K,10 Shattuck St., Second
Floor,Boston, MA 02115.)
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Hints From Heloise
buildings in Boston.
known as "Kristallnacht."
In 1918, it was announced that
In 1953, Welsh author-poet Dylan
Germany's Kaiser Wilhelm II would Thomas died in New York at age 39.
abdicate; he then fled to the NetherIn 1967, a Saturn V rocket carrylands.
ing an unmanned Apollo spacecraft
In 1935, United Mine Workers blasted off from Cape Kennedy on a
president John L. Lewis and other successful test flight.
labor leaders formed the CommitIn 1970, former French President
tee for Industrial Organization (later Charles de Gaulle died at age 79.
renamed the Congress of Industrial
In 1976, the U.N. General AsOrganizations).
sembly,approved resolutions conIn 1938Nazis looted and ()time?' damning apartheid in South Africa,
synagogues as well as Jewish-owned including one characterizing the
stores and houses in Germany and white-ruled government as "illegitAustria in a pogrom that became imate."
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News Is Breaking Badly
Dear Readers: Here's this week's SOUND OFF: "I
get frustrated watching breaking news on some 24-hour
TV news channels. With each channel trying to be the
first to get the story, it seems they report anything and
everything, without verifying facts.
"The story is fluid and changing minute by minute.
Channels seem pressed to report
up-to-the-minute
information
when many times it's incorrect,
Even interviewing 'witnesieS'
presents its own problems.
"Since the media has a re,sponsibility to report facts to keep us
informed and safe, take time to
get the real facts and eliminate
hearsay and false reporting." -DR., via email
Dear DR.: You have voiced
by
an opinion that many (including
me) feel strongly about. HowevHeloise
er, it's not the old days of wait
and then report at the 6 p.m.
news. Breaking news on a 24-hour channel is just that
-- it just happened, and here is all we know right NOW.
With the many ways people get and share news, it's
a whirlpool of information, some correct, some NOT,
being thrown together.
Readers, what can you do? Wait before retweeting, posting or passing on questionable information
as FACT. Don't make a snap judgment based on ONE
source,even your favorite news channel or a tweet from
a friend.
It's similar to being at a football, basketball or baseball game, or any event where lots of people are involved. Are you in the stands? On the field? Watching it
on your cellphone, tablet, computer or TV,or listening
on the radio? Which point of view is real?
Readers, news -- good, bad and incorrect -- moves

quickly today! The 24-hour channels are trying to fill
time! Anything is up to be broadcast, even a black cat
walking under a ladder. -- Heloise
FAST FACTS
Dear Readers: More hints for reusing dryer sheets:
* Place one inside a vehicle as an air freshener.
* Wipe a dusty electronics screen.
* Wipe the fish smell off hands after fishing.
* Place in bags, containers, drawers, etc., to mask
odors.
)11
Heloise

•770/91.7rUPDATES
Dear Heloise: Here's a hint for readers who can't
keep their children's memory books updated. I started
one with my first child and became frustrated because I
couldn't keep.it up.
For my daughter's first Christmas, we sent out Christmas cards with a family picture and newsletter.
The response was so positive, we continue today.
Three children and 30 years later, we're still updating
relatives and friends.
Our children enjoy going back and reading summaries of our life's journeys. -- Anna A. in Texas
BUSINESS CARDS
Dear Heloise: When I travel for business. I put extra business cards in a zip bag in my carry-on bag. I've
run out at too many conventions and don't have any to
hand out! Last time, I resorted to letting the person take
a snap of my last card with a camera phone. -- S.D.,
Boulder, Colo.
IVY CLEANER
Dear Heloise: When I use a paper towel to wipe
something up, I rinse it with water afterward, and wipe
off the dusty leaves of my kitchen ivy. -- Maureen C. in
New York
(c)2015 by King Features Syndicate Inc.

Crosswords
ACROSS
1 Purposely ignores
6 Bounders
10 Like Swiss cheese
11 Deplete
13 Following
14 Florida city
15 Damage
16 Three on a clock
18 Make mistakes
19 Cave formations
22 Some amount of
23 Office note
24 Spots for tots
27 Cook's wear
28 Top-notch
29 Saloon quaff
30 Cave formations
35 Saloon
36 Sticky stuff
37 Contented sound
38 "— of Two Cities"
40 Nick of "48 HRS"
42 Golfer Ben
43 Used a towel
44 Take a breather
45 Mail order pioneer

DUSTIN R
YOUR EX-WIFE
IS SEEKING A
Rf5TRAINING
OPER ON YOU.
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WHEN ONE OF THOSE
So4ETION6S THAT OU
HEAR IN THE MIGHT COMES
10 GET IAN ONE HAD IT!
41110.

DOWN
1 Pillow covers
2 Jack Sprat's restriction
3 Extreme
4 Pollen collector
5 Damascus natives
6 Be effective
7 Simile center
8 Goddess of grains
9 Top boss
12 Church leader

17 Frozen over
20 Record company
21 Louvre entrance
designer
24 Algiers section
25 Shoulder muscle
26 Furious
27 Praline base
29 In the past
31 Operative
32 Shire of "Rocky"
33 Gourmet
34 Storage sites
39 — Vegas
41 Mine rock
1

2

3

4
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www.murrayledger.com
NCAA RIFLE

MSU Sports Information
The fourth-ranked Murray
State rifle team came up just
short Saturday, as it fell to the
nation's No. I team, West Virginia, 4,697-4,692, at the Stile
Athletics Field House in Akron,
Ohio as part of Akron's Championship Rehearsal Match.
"It is always good
to line up
toe-to-toe
with the best
in the counsaid
try,"
head coach
Alan
Lollar. "We got
a chance to
see how we
respond to
a challenge
and I think
we
know
now
how
we respond,
and I like
it. We have
just finished
a very tough
five matches in three
weeks and
it was tough
on purpose,
to get us ready for what is to
come."
"The team has responded like
champs," Lollar continued."We
had never shot above 4690 until
Oct. 17 and now have now done
that in five straight matches. I
asked them to find a way to become consistent at a level that
allows us to compete with the
best and they have done that.
Now it is time to recover a little
and train to get better and more
consistent in how we execute
shots and manage out matches."
Ivan Roe led MSU in the
match with a personal best
595 in air rifle. In addition, the
sophomore was just one off his
career-high in smallbore at 588
to set a new career mark in the
overall score at 1,183. Freshman
MacKenzie Martin followed
Roe at 1,171 with a580 in smallbore and a 591 in air rifle.
"We got big matches from
Kenzie and Ivan at Akron," said
Lollar. "Ivan was very good this
weekend, while Kenzie had a
solid all-around day and is really
becoming a consistent shooter."
Ben Estes and Barbara
Schlapfer each fired an 1,168 in
the match, while Tessa Howald
and Alathea Sellars rounded out
Murray State's shooters at 1,163
and 1,156, respectively.
The Racers have the next two
weeks off.•
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LEXINGTON — Six area
runners competed in the KHSAA
Cross Country State Championships at Kentucky Horse Park on
Saturday.
In the Class IA girls race,
Murray High sophomore Liza
Burlutska placed 57th in 22 minutes, 9 seconds. Lady Tigers senior Claire Wilson finished 97th
in 22:59.
In the Class 2A girls race,
Calloway County senior Kelly
Norton ended up 52nd in 21:20.
Lady Lakers senior Lauren Eastwood used 21:50 to place 75th.
In the Class 2A boys race,
Calloway County junior Cameron Cooper was 38th in 17:20.
Lakers sophomore Logan Eastwood ran the course in 18:35 to
finish 118th.•

DAVE WINDER / MSU Sports Information
Murray State's Taylor Richerson, center, celebrates with her teammates after scoring the match-winning goal against Southeast Missouri to win the Ohio
Valley Conference Women's Soccer Tournament championship Sunday at Cutchin Field.

OT goal sends Racers to NCAA Tournament
By JEFF ARENZ
Sports Editor
The Murray State Racers are headed
to the NCAA Tournament for the second
time after a thrilling 1-0 overtime victory over Southeast Missouri on Sunday at
Cutchin Field.
MSU became the Ohio Valley Conference Tournament champions in the
100th minute, when Murray native Taylor Richerson took passes from Harriet
Withers and Taylor Stevens and kicked
in her eighth goal this season. The shot
zipped into the low left corner of the net,
past Redhawks goalie Kindra Lierz.
"It was amazing. We had so many
local fans here supporting us. I'm just
glad that I could be the one (to score
the match-winning goal)," said Richerson, who was named the OVC Tournament MVP. "I knew that I didn't want

the match to go into penalty kicks. I had
a wide-open net and I was able to onetouch (the ball)."
Richerson was mobbed by her teammates during an on-field celebration
while Murray State fans erupted with
cheers from the hill alongside Cutchin
Field.
Richerson's goal was her second
match-winner in overtime this year. She
had the only goal against Louisiana Tech
M a 1-0 overtime win Sept. 11 at Cutchin
Field.
The Racers, who received the OVC's
automatic bid, will learn their NCAA
Tournament opponent, playing site, date
and time later today, when the 2015
NCAA Division I Women's Soccer
Championship Selection Show airs at
3:30 p.m. A watch party in the Murray
Room at the CFSB Center is open to the
public.

Southeast Missouri, which was the
first No. 6 seed to advance to the OVC
Tournament title match, stationed many
of its players in front Lieu while attempting to clog the goalmouth-area.
The Redhawks' strategy paid off for
much of the match, making it difficult
for the Racers to create a 1 on 1 situation
with Lierz.
"They put numbers behind the ball
and made it hard for us to get in behind,"
Murray State head coach Jeremy Groves
said of Southeast Missouri's defensive
strategy."They man-marked(MSU leading scorer) Harriet Withers the entire
match, which was good for them. I give
full credit to Southeast Missouri. They
came here and made things hard for us."
Groves said the Redhawks would
have had to change their defense, if the
Racers would have finished a few scoring opportunities.

"We had a good chance in the firsthalf and a great chance in the second half," Groves said. "If those go in, then
it's a total different game and they would
have had to bring their defense up a little
more."
Lierz made three saves in the see:
ond half, stopping shots taken by Aaron
Lankster, Caroline Ashton and Withers.
Richerson's second-half shot missed
wide right and shots from Marissa Burroughs and Destiny White were blocked.
The Racers, who went 12-0 against
OVC teams this season, defeated the Redhawks 4-1 on Oct.4 at Cutchin Fiela;MSU won its first OVC Tournament
championship in 2009. That season, the
Racers were shut out by Virginia Tech
2-0 in a first-round NCAA Tournament
match in Dayton. Ohio.
•See Page 10

NCAA FOOTBALL: MURRAY STATE 46, TENNESSEE STATE 43, OT

NCAA VOLLEYBALL

MSU overcomes Tigers
on Clay's overtime TD

Murray State
sweeps SEMO,
clinches share
of OVC title

By JEFF ARENZ
Sports Editor
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — Murray
State's theme for the week leading
up to Saturday's Ohio Valley Conference game at Tennessee State was
simply to "believe."
Believing in their game plan,
the Racers rallied from a 10-point
fourth-quarter deficit and stunned the
Tigers on Roman Clay's overtime
touchdown run to preserve a 46-43
victory Saturday at Hale Stadium.
"Our players deserved a win like
this one," MSU head coach Mitch
Stewart said. "I've said in my Monday press conferences that our players have an awful lot of fight in them,
but it seemed like we just couldn't
get over them hump. Our players
stuck to our plan and kept on fighting. I really think our players believed they could come here and get
us turned around."
A bombastic celebration erupted
inside the Racers' locker room following the win, which ended Murray State's two-game losing streak.
MSU (3-6 overall, 2-4 OVC) won
for just the second time in its last

MSU Sports Information

TAB BROCKMAN / MSU Sports Information
Murray State's Roman Clay dives into the end zone after making a
20-yard touchdown run in the fourth quarter against Tennessee State
during an Ohio Valley Conference game Saturday in Nashville, Tenn.

The Murray State volleyball team picked up a
home sweep Saturday afternoon as the Racers defeated Southeast Missouri 25-18, 25-23 and 25-17. The win pushes MSU's program record home
winning streak to 18 matches.
Audrey Lewis led the Racers (23-2, 13-1
OVC) with a career-high 12 kills and hit .500.
She also added a team-high 11 digs and had
two total blocks. Scottie Ingram became just the
eighth member of both the 1,000-kill and 1,000dig clubs in the match as she tallied 10 kills and
nine digs. Ingram needed just four digs to become
the 18th member of the 1,000-digs club after
reaching the I ,000-kills club Friday.
_
Alyssa Lelm and Taylor Olden added nine
kills each in the win while Sam Bedard had 41:
assists, six digs, five kills, a team-best two actil:
and two blocking assists. Ellie Lorenz notched DEr.
digs in the match.
MSU hit .215 as a team, had four service seek.
and a sideout rate of 62 percent. The Redhawb:
(10-17, 6-8 OVC) hit .172 as a squad, had juii:
one ace and recorded a sideout rate of 48 percedt;
With Belmont's loss at Tennessee Tech on Salo:
urday, the Racers have clinched a share of their:
second consecutive OVC regular season title and !
will host the OVC Tournament Nov. 19-21.
_ _
The Racers return to action Wednesday as they
travel to face Austin Peav in a 7 p.m. match. II
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AREA SCHEDULE
SPORTS ON TV
Today's Games
NBA
6pm
NBA-Chicago at Philo:leo/lie
NR.
725 p.m.
ESPN - Chicago at San Diego

PRO FOOTBALL
Na
AASeRICAN CONFERENCE
East
WV L T
Pct PP
New England
8 0 0 1 000 276
N.Y. Jets
5 3 0 .625 200
Buffalo
4 4 0 .500 209
Miami
3 5 0 .375 171
North
W IT
Pct PP
8 0 0 1.000 229
Cincinnati
5 4 0 .556 206
PIttsturgh
Baltimore
2 6 0 .250 190
Cleveland
2 7 0 .222 177
South
W L T
Pct PP
4 5 0
Indianapolis
444 200
Houston
3 5 0 375 174
Jacksonville
2 6 0 250 170
2 6 0 250 159
Tennessee
West
Pct PP
W
T
7 1 0 .875 192
Denver
4 4 0 .500 213
Oaklanci
Kansas City
3 5 0 .375 195
2 6 0 .250 191
San Diego
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
East
Pct PP
W L T
N.Y Giants
5 4 0 .556 247
Philadelphia
4 4 0 .500 193
Washington
3 5 0 .375 158
2 6 0 .250 160
Dallas
North
Pct PP
W L T
Minnesota
6 2 0 ,750 168
Green Bay
6 2 0 .750 203
Chicago
2 5 0 .286 140
1 7 0
Detroit
125 149
South
W L T
Pct PP
Carolina
8 0 0 1.000 228
Atlanta
6 3 0 .667 229
New Orleans
4 5 0 .444 241
Tampa Bay
3 5 0 .375 181
West
W L T
Pct PP
Arizona
6 2 0 .750 263
4 4 0 .500 153
St Louis
4 4 0 .500 167
Seattle
3 6 0 .333 126
San Francisco
WEEK 9
Thursday's Result
Cincinnati 31, Cleveland 10
Sunday's Results
Tennessee 34. New Orleans 28. OT
Minnesota 21, St Louis 18.01
Carolina 37, Green Bay 29
New England 23, Washington 10
Buffalo 33, Miami 17
N.Y. Jets 28, Jacksonville 23
Pittsburg) 38, Oakland 35
San Francisco 17, Atlanta 16
N.Y. Giants 32, Tampa Bay 18
Indianapolis 27, Denver 24
Philadelphia 33. Dallas 27, OT
Open: Anzona, Baltimore, Detroit, Houston.
Kansas City, Seattle
Today's Game
Chicago at San Diego, 8-30 p.m

PA
143
162
190
206
PA
142
182
214
247
PA
227
205
235
187
PA
139
211
182
227
PA
226
164
195
204
PA
140
167
202
245
PA
165
190
268
231
PA
153
146
140
223

HOCKEY
NHL
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W
L OT Pts
Montreal
27
13 2 1
Ottawa
7 4 3 17
Tampa Bay
7 7 2 16
Boston
7 6 1
15
Detroit
15
7 6 1
Florida
5 6 3 13
Buffalo
6 8 0 12
Toronto
8
2 8 4
Metropolitan Division
L OT Pts
W
N.Y Rangers
10 2 2 22
Washington
10 3 0 20
Pittsburgh
9 5 0 18
New Jersey
8 5 1 17
KY. Islanders
7 5 3 17
Philadelphia
5 6 3 13
Carolina
6 8 0 12
Columbus
4 11 0
8
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Central Division
W
L OT Pb
Dallas
12 3 0 24
10 3 1 21
St. Louis
Minnesota
8 3 2 18
Nashville
8 3 2 18
Winnipeg
8 5 2 18
17
8 6 1
Chicago
4 9 1
Colorado
9
Pacific Division
W
L OT Pb
Los Angeles
9 5 0 18
Vancouver
6 4 5 17
7 7 0 14
San Jose
Arizona
13
6 6 1
Anaheim
5 7 2 12
Calgary
11
5 9 1

g( I1(

Sr ire 4or...

Edmonton

Today's Games
No genies scheduled

GF
59
42
38
47
33
37
32
29

GA
29
42
38
45
36
35
41
45

GF
42
43
31
37
40
28
30
35

GA
25
31
28
36
37
39
40
54

GF
54
40
38
35
42
39
36

GA
39
31
35
31
41
38
42

GF
35
43
38
35
22
37

GA
29
36
36
38
33
59

5 10 0 10
Saturday's Results
Washington 3, Toronto 2. SO
Buffalo 3, Vancouver 2
Los Angeles 4, Florida 1
Montreal 4, Boston 2
Carolina 3, Ottawa 2,01
Ptiaadeiphia 3, Winnipeg 0
St Lours 4, liasinelle 0
Minnesota 1, Tampa Bay 0
N.Y. Rangers 4, Arizona 1
Calgary 5. Pittsburgh 2
Anaheim 1, San Jose 0
Sunday's Results
Dallas 4, Detroit 1
New Jersey 4, Vancouver 3. OT
Boston 2, N.Y Islanders 1
Chicago 4, Edmonton 2
Today's Game
Arizona at Anaheim,9 p.m
Tuesday's Games
St. Louis at New Jersey, 6 p.m.
Carolina at N.Y. Rangers,6 p.m.
Colorado at Philadelphia, 6 p.m.
Vancouver at Columbus,6 p.m.
Washington at Detroit, 6:30 p.m.
Buffalo at Tampa Bay, 6:30 p.m.
Calgary at Florida,630m
Ottawa at Nashville, 7 p.m.
Winnipeg at Minnesota, 7 p.m.
Toronto at Dallas, 7-30 p.m.
Arizona at Los Angeles,930 p.m.
N.Y Islanders at San Jose, 9.30 p.m.

39

47

BASKETBALL
NBA
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W
L
Pct
Toronto
5
2 .714
York
New
.429
3
4
Boston
2
3 .400
Philadelphia
0
6
.000
Brooklyn
0
7
.000
Southeast Division
W
I.
Pct
Atlanta
7
1
.875
Miami
4
3 .571
Washington
3
3 .500
Orlando
3
4
.429
Charlotte
2
4
.333
Central Division
W
L
Pct
Cleveland
.857
6
1
Detroit
5
1
.833
Chicago
4
3 .571
Milwaukee
4
3 .571
Indiana
.429
3
4
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Southwest Division
W
L
Pct
San Antonio
4
2
.667
Houston
4
3 .571
Dallas
3
3 .500
Memphis
3
4
429
New Orleans
0
6
000
Northwest Division
W
L
Pct
Utah
4
2 .667
Minnesota
3
2 .603
Portland
4
3 .571
Oklahoma City
4
3
.571
Denver
2
4
.333
West Division
W
L
Pct
Golden State
7
0 1.000
L.A. Clippers
4
2
.667
Phoenix
3
4
.429
LA. Lakers
1
5
.167
Sacramento
1
6
.143
Saturday's Reruns
Minnesota 102, Chicago 93,01
Orlando 105, Philadelphia 97
Atlanta 114, Washington 99
San Antonio 114, Charlotte 94
Milwaukee 94, Brooklyn 86
Dallas 107. New Orleans 98
Utah 89, Memphis 79
Golden State 103, Sacramento 94
Houston 109, L.A. Clippers 105
Sunday's Results
Cleveland 101, Indiana 97
New York 99, LA takers 95
Miami 96,Toronto 76
Oklahoma City 124, Phoenix 103
Detroit 120, Portland 103
Today's Games
Orlando at Indiana, 6 p.m.
Chicago at Philadelphia,6 p.m.
Minnesota at Atlanta, 7 p.m.
Portland at Denver, 8 p.m.
San Antonio at Sacramento,9 p.m.
Detroit at Golden State,930 p.m.
Memphis at LA. Clippers, 9:30 p.m.
Tuesday's Games
Utah at Cleveland,6 p.m.
Oklahoma City at Washington,6 p.m.
New York at Toronto,6:30 p.m.
L.A. Lakers at Miami, 6:30 p.m.
Charlotte at Minnesota, 7 P.m.
Dallas at New Orleans, 7 p.m.
Boston at Milwaukee, 7 p.m.

blocks on people and we ran out
of different formations, where
they gave us different looks in-
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on the final
Clark's

score. Dean blocked

PAT

attempt

Kickoff is slated for 1 pm.III

after

first-quarter touchdown
side the box. I think we finally to keep Murray State in front
got to the point where we man- 14-13.Then,MSU trailed 26-16
eight games.
"We talked about our injury' aged the game and we able to in the second quarter after Dean
list, which was a mile long com- take what they were giving us." blocked another extra-point
Murray State, which has kick from Clark and Shawn
ing into this game, and no one
made excuses. It was the theory struggled to convert on third Samuels-Connell ran it back 98
of the next man steps up," Stew- down in recent games, made yards for a 2-point conversion
art said. "Credit our coaches for 12 of 22 third-down attempts with 6:10 to go before halftime.
getting the players ready and against the Tigers, including
Tennessee State had taken
credit the players for getting Clay's game-winner.
a 26-14 second-quarter advanThe Racers trailed 40-30 tage on a 3-yard TD pass from
themselves ready."
Tied at 40 heading to over- heading into the fourth quarter Akerman-Carter to Chris
time, Tennessee State (4-5, 1-5) but rallied on Connor Mitchell's Sanders-McCollum and Telvin
received the first possession be- 35-yard field goal with 11:12 Hooks'2-yard run.
fore taking a 43-40 lead on Lane left and Clay's first TD of the
MSU used some trickery to
game - a 20-yard run during
Clark's 37-yard field goal.
trim its halftime deficit to three
which he broke through several
When Murray State took
points. On 2nd-and-10 from the
tackling attempts - with 5:01
over, Nick Taylor handed the
Tigers' 16, the Racers pulled
to play.
Racers a first-and-goal on the
off a double reverse before
MSU emerged with a 14-13
TSU 6 after running for 19
Janawski Davis completed a
lead after one quarter.
yards on the Racers' first play
toss to Jordon Gantouchdown
Humphries (34 of 51, 366
from scrimmage. Clay crossed
stood
wide open in the
dy,
who
yards, three
touchdowns)
the goal line three runs later
end
zone.
tossed a pair of TD patses to
on a 2-yard plunge into the end Jesse
About 2 1/2 minutes into
Blackburn, who scored
zone.
second half, Murray State
the
on plays measuring 2 and 63
"I saw Tennessee State try- yards. Blackburn
finished with regained a 30-26 lead as Huming to blitz on that last run," a game-high 10 catches
for 162 phries threw his third TD strike
Clay said."They knew we were yards.
of the game to Pokey Harris for
trying to run the ball and it was
Tennessee State answered a 29-yard gain.
a case of who wanted it more. both MSU touchdowns with
rallied
Ackerman-Carter
We had to grind it out for the first-quarter scores. Erick Ev- Tennessee State in the final 5
touchdown."
ans, who ran for 96 yards, put minutes of the third quarter,
MSU, which gained three the Tigers on the scoreboard when he completed touchdown
rushing yards during the first with a 58-yard TD run at the passes to Rodney Morris for
half, ran for 115 yards in the 4:45 mark before Patrick Smith five yards and 'Smith for 81
game as Clay led all rushers hauled in a 70-yard touch- yards.
with 115 yards. The Racers won down pass from O'Shay AckSmith ended up with nine
despite allowing quarterback erman-Carter (23 of 33, 329 catches for a game-high 248
KD Humphries to be sacked yards, four touchdowns) at the yards.
nine times.
2:18 mark.
On Saturday, the Racers re"We had to make some adRacers linebacker Zach turn home to Roy Stewart Stajustments at halftime," Clay Dean made two key defensive dium for an OVC game against
said. "We got some different plays that made a huge impact 18th-ranked Eastern Kentucky.
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MURRAY STATE 48,
TENNESSEE STATE 43,01

Smith's

- 411
14 9 710
Murray Stele
Tennessee State 13 13 14 0 3 - 43
SUMMARY
SCORING
Find Quarter
MSU-J•sse Blackburn 2 peas from KO
Homphnes (Connor Mitchell kick), 1056.
TSU-Encli Evans 58 run (Lane omit woo.
4:45
MSU-Jeses Bletadourn 63 pees from PCD
riurnehries tumor mow kick), 3:13.
TSU-Pairick WS 70 pan from O'Shey
Ackormsn-canor otica blochAA 2:18.
Sem/Owner
TSU-Chris SanAn-UcCelurn 3 pees from
O'Shey Ackerman-Cuter (lane Dark skit),
1105.
TSU-Teenn Hooks 2 run(Mc* blocked),6:10
MSU-2-pant defertehe conversion by
Sheen Samuele-Connel,&10.
MSU-Jordon Gentry 15 pus from Janmesio
Davis (Connor Mitchell kick), 3:30.
Third Ouerler
MSU-Polury Harris 29 pea from KO ikonpales(Connor Mitchell Itick), 1226.
TSU-Rotrwry Moms 5p from CrShay
Ackerman-Carter (Lane Dark kick), 4:48.
TSU-Putrick Smith 81 pass from CrShey
Ackerman-Carter (Lane Clark kJ*, 1:54.
Fourth Quarter
MSU-Connor Mitchell 35 field pad 1112.
MSU-Rornan Clay 20 run (Connor Mitchell
kick), 5701.
Overtime
TSU-Lane Clark 37 field goal
Clay
2 run
MSU-Romen
TEAM STATISTICS
litSU
TSU
28
18
Find DOWNS
497
454
Total Yards
44-115
29-125
Flushes-Yards
382
329
Passing Yards
35-52-1
23-33-1
Comp -Alt-list
4
12
Retrim Yards
4-46.5
6-42.2
Punts-Avo.
1-1
5-2
Fumbles-Lost
5-55
9-60
Penalties- Yards
31:18
43:42
Time of Possession
INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
RUSHING--Murray State (Roman Clay 25115, Nick Taylor 3-23, Jesse Blackburn 1-4,
Ethon Felton 1 -(minus 4), RD Humphries
14-(minus 23)); Tennessee State (Erick Evans 17-96, Telvin Hooks 7-39, O'Shey Ackwman-Carter 5-(minus 10)).
PASSING-Murray State (KO Humphries
34-51-1-366, Janowski Davis 1-1-0-16); Tennessee State IO'Shay Ackerman-Carter 23-331-329)
RECEMNG-Murray State (Jesse BlacIdiurn
10-162, Janawski Davis 8-92, Paul Rice 8-65,,
Mitch Stuns 3-15, Roman Clay 3-(rninus 2),
Pokey Harris 1-29, Jordon Gandy 1-16, Nick
Taylor 1-5): Tennessee State (Patrick Smith
9-248, Erick Evans 5-27, Joe Boviens 4-20,
Rodney Morris 2-17, Outridell Cousin 1-12, Chris
Sanders-McCollum 1-3, Andrew Bather 1-2).
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SPORTS HISTORY
NOV.9
1912 - The lateral is used as an offensive
weapon for the first time by Worcester Tech
coach William F. Carney. Carney's team beats
Amherst 14-13.
1953-The U.S. Supreme Court rules 7-2 that
baseball is not subject to antitrust laws, maintaining the game is a sport, not a business.
1984 - Larry Names stops Bonecrusher
Smith in the 12111 round to retain the IBF heavyweight title in Las Vegas. Smith is cut around the
eyes and nose, and the bout is halted when he is
unable to see out of his left eye.

Murray State (16-4-0) dominated possession and shots 14-3
against Southeast Missouri (98-7) on Sunday.
The match was a scoreless
draw through 45 minutes despite the Racers taking an 8-2
lead in shots. MSU defenders
Nyomi Devine and Ali Critcher
failed to convert some key scoring chances before both teams
went to their locker rooms at the
break.
Murray State held a 6-1 edge
in shots during the second half,
but none were able to get past
Lierz. who made six saves Sunday.
Racers freshman goalie Alex
Steigerwald made one of her
three saves only 10 seconds into
the 10-minute overtime session.
Her diving block allowed the
match to remain scoreless and
helped her post her fifth shutout
this year.
On the verge of making its
second NCAA Tournament
appearance, the Murray State
women's soccer program has
made great strides in the span of
DAVE WINDER / MSU Sports Information
two years. The Racers, who are
27-13 since Groves took over in The Murray State Racers hoist the Ohio Valley Conference Women's Soccer Tournament
2014, were 10-23-1 in two sea- championship trophy Sunday at Cutchin Field.
sons prior to his arrival.
"This season has definitely he's come here and changed match in front of her parents. Gomez and Makenna Lavatori;
been different from the first two a lot of things. Although we Colin and Jolie Foxley, who Tennessee Tech's Lauren Brewseasons we were here," senior wanted to win for each other, traveled from Great Britain to er and Taylor Sutton; Southeast
defender/midfielder
Rachael (Coach Groves) has made a Murray for the contest.
Missouri's Jennifer Antonacci,
Foxley said. "It was a lot more huge impact on this team." .
In addition to Richerson, the Kaitlin Kuznacic and Lien; and
relaxed and we wanted to win
Foxley, a native of Bolton, All-OVC Tournament team in- Murray State's Devine,Critcher
for (Coach Groves) because England, played Sunday's cluded Morehead State's Kelsey and Burroughs.•
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NFL

Mel

to

Mariota, Titans beat Saints in OT
The Associated Press
NEW ORLEANS - Interim
Tennessee Titans coach Mike
Mularkey paused for a moment
and took a deep breath while he
regained his composure.
The clutch play of rookie
Marcus Mariota and the relentless effort of his beat-up defense
meant that much to him.
Mariota passed for a personal-best 371 yards and four
touchdowns, including a 5-yard
scoring- pass to Anthony Fasano in overtime, and Tennessee

snapped a six-game skid with- a
34-28 victory over New Orleans
on Sunday.
"I'm still shaking," Mularkey
said. "It was an absolutely great
win for this team. They are so
competitive and want to win so
badly. Never once did they ever
flinch. We kept coming back and
we had to find a way to win this
game."
The Saints (4-5), who had
won three in a row.led 21-10 but
could not put away the Titans(26), who turned in a feisty performance in their first game since

NOVEIIIEBER 14&15
WE'RE BUYING GUNS!

APARTMENTS FOR RENT

coach Ken Whisenhunt was fired
and replaced by Mularkey. IN

Alin)
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Stop by our Parts Department for all of your
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PAYING UP TO $10,000 CASH!
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PAYING TOP DOLLARS FOR YOUR GUNS AND WAR RELICS!
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